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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This privacy impact assessment (PIA) is intended to assess privacy risks within the Canada Border
Services Agency's{CBSA's)planned demonstration of facial recognition (FR)technology at Pearson
International Airport, currently expected to begin in early 2016. This project is divided into two phases.
The dernonstration phase will last for six months and will use facial recognition technology to rnatch
travellers againsta database of previouslydeported persons (hereinafter referred as the ''Previous
Deportation Database" or PDD). This will be followed by a three- to six-month !ab evaluation phase
where the technology's performance will he assessed. Currently, the CBSA has no definitive plans to
deploy this technologyfor full-time operational use. The solution described in the P!A is a demonstration
to test the efficacy of FR software in an operational border context. The success or failure of the project
will assist CBSAsenior management in making further testing dedsions regarding FRtechnology use
within the border context. The CBSA recognizesthat any future testing or use of FR technology will
require an additional PIA.
This PIA has been drafted using the CBSA Policy on the Overt Use of Audio-Video Monitoring and
RecordingTechnology(AV Policy)and the Policy on the Use of Wireless Technology,as well as the
associated Directives, the PrivacyAct and the PrivacyRegulations, and the fmmigratfon and Refugee
Protection Act (!RPA) as references. This PIA addresses only the Faces on the Move project, which is
completely separate from the CBSA's existinguse of Overt Audio/Video surveillance. The AV Policywas
implemented on August 15, 2011, revised in November 2012, and updated again in July 2013. The
current version the policy dates to November 2013. No audio will be collected or used in this project.
The CBSAhas identified thousands of international travellers who have been denied entry to Canada or
who have been deported after being admitted into Canada. These travellers have been deemed
inadmissible for any of a number of reasons, such as security, criminality, health grounds,
misrepresentation,or non-compliance with the lRPA. Many of these inadmissibletravellers try
repeatedly to re enter Canada. The CBSA uses a llst containing the narnes of previouslydeported
persons and other 1 similar lists to identify inadmissible travellers at ports of entry {POEs), Many such
travellers, however, use false identity documents, or even legallychangetheir narnes in their home
countries and obtain new, legal travel documents under their new names. Name-based !ists such as
those currently in use have inherent !Imitations which can be overcome using biometric technologies.
Although FRtechnology is widely available for a variety of applications..the use of face recognitionwith
live video has not yet been tested in an operational environment by a Canadian law enforcement body.
The CBSAis planning to conduct this demonstration of FR technologyto assess whether this technology
solution is effective, feasible, and accurate for identifying inadmissibletravellers in a busy Port of Entry
environment.
The CBSAplans to deploy multiple project-specific cameras in the CBSA-controlled area of the
international arrivals section of Terminal 3 at Pearson International Airport The cameras for this project
will not be connected to the existing carnera network that supports video survemance at Terminal 3.
Also, the project cameras are connected to the project's FR server and associated applications, but not
existing CBSAinformation systems.
Areas and activities that may be monitored or recorded include, but are not limited to: approachesto
the arrivals hall, approaches to Prirnary Inspection line (PIL) booths, during P!l interviews, approaches
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travellers seeking admission into Canada as they move through the CBSA-controHedarea. This
technology will not be used in Customs Controlled Areas outside the CBSA'straditional processes.
These cameras will record and store images of travellers' faces. No audio will be coHected or used in the
FOTM project. A dedicated FR system will compare these "live-capture" images with a database of
stored images of persons who have previously been deported or removed from Cmada that is specific
to this technology demonstration . The system will notify CBSAofficers when a match is detected. After
human review of the match, an officer will be dispatched to find the traveller to refer them to secondary
inspection. Some cameras, known as "scene camerasr,, will also record video of the areas under
surveillance. These video recordings will show what a traveller is wearing and carrying and who they are
with; this will make it easier for the CBSA to identify and find the traveller in the airport if the traveller is
matched by the system with a person of interest.
As the CBSAhas no guarantees that a POD individual will enter through Terminal 3 during the project,
volunteer CBSAemployees (defined as "actors" throughout th,is document) will have their photographs
and fictitious bio-data elements stored in the FRsystem as well.

After six months of operation, the equipment will be re-located from Terminal 3 to the CBSA'sScience
and Engineering Directorate {SEO)lab in Ottawa, where furthertests will be conducted to measure and
possibly improve the system's performance.
Protecting your Personal Information

In order to carry out its mandate, the CBSA must collect a wide variety of personal information. The
collection of this information is required in order for CBSA officers to make admissibility decisions
regarding persons who wish to enter Canada. Although the CBSAis already using overt video
surveillance, this technology demonstration wminvolve putting that information to a new use that
supports the CBSA'sadmissibility determination processes. The differences between the current AV
program and the Faces on the Move demonstration are in the ways the information will be used and the
length of time lt will be retained.
Through the use of dosed-circuit television {CCTV)technologies, as described in the PIA on the Overt Use
of Video Monitoring and Recording Technology that was submitted to the Office of the Privacy
Commissioner (OPC) in November 2013, the CBSAis capturing the physical images of travellers or
members of the public {although these images are not current being used to support admissibility
decisions}, in addition to the other elements of personal information already collected. Within the
CBSA,only those employees who require access to video recordings or photographs as part of their
duties are permitted to do so as per CBSApolicies and procedures.
Some personal information collected through the Faces on the Move demonstration may be used in
support of the CBSA'sadmissibility determination process. As a result, photographic and video records
(excluding FRtemplates and related data) may be disclosed internally to CBSApersonnel. Within the
context of this time-limited technology demonstration, photographic and video records will not be
shared with any external stakehOlders.
Any accessto or disclosure of facial photos, scene camera recordings, or PDD records will be governed
by the provisions of the AV Policy.
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Retention

The retention practices for the Faces on the Move demonstration will be governed by the provisions of
the AV Policy, with some variances. In particular, facial photographs,. some scene camera recordings, and
POD records must be retained until the end of the project. All records win be destroyed at the end of
the project, except for records that were used for an "administrative purpose" (e.g., where a match was
verified and a traveller was identified and diverted to seconda!)I screening). Any records used for an
administrative purpose will be retained for two years following the date of last use in accordance withs.
4 of the Privacy Regulations,

Right of Access
All records, regardlessof storage medium, will be stored either in a locked cabinet (container or a safe)
or in a secure room designed in accordance with specifications approved by the Infrastructure and
Information Security Division of CBSA.
Records will be securely retained in accordance with established policies and guidelines, and may be
disclosed within the CBSA. For the duration of this time-limited technology demonstratlon, records will
not be sh.,red with external organizations.

Individualsmay formally request access to their personal information, or access to corporate records
related to or created as a result of the Faceson the Move project by contacting the Access to
Information and Privacy {ATIP) Division. More information about this can be found at: http://www.cbsaasfc.gc.ca/ageny-agence/rep rts-rapports/pia-efvp/atip-aiprp/menu-eng.html. In addition to the
requirements specified on the Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat Personal Information Request form,
individuals requesting information described by this bank must provide the subjectand date of
correspondence, incident and location and legal authority for those acting on behalf of an account
holder or estate.

Accountability
If individuals have concerns about the collection., use, disclosureor retention of their personal
information, they rnay issue a complaint to the CBSAATIP Division. Complaintsshould be made in
writing, and indude their name, contact information, and a brief descriptionof their concerns. Contact
information for the ATIP Division at the CBSAcan be found here:
http://cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/agency-agence/reports-rapports/pia·efvp/atip•aiprp/contact·eng.html
To make a compliment, comment or complaint, the CBSA has made available a feedback form to help us
to understand our clients and improvethe deHve!)I of our programs and services. Information on
providing feedback c:an be found here:
!}ttp://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/contac:t/c:om

eng.html

The CBSAposted a Video Recording and Monitoring Privacy Notice on its external website on November
19, 2012. This Privacy Notice states:
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Privacy Notice
Video Monitoring and Recording,

The Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) uses video monitoring and recording
technofogy to fulfill its mandate and to increase its ability to protect the public, and to
protect employees and assets of the Agency. The use of video monitoring and
recording technology is an integral part of the CBSA's security framework and
operations management
Cameras monitor and record CBSA operations at ports of entry and inland offices.
Areas and activities that may be monitored or recorded include, but are not limited to:
primary interviews, secondary examinations, interactions at CBSA information
counters, cashier counters, commercial counters, detention cells, and interview rooms.
Cameras may also monitor the movement of travellers and goods from one point in a
CBSAoperation to another, for example, from primary to secondary.
Use of Recordings

The CBSA coHects personal information using overt video monitoring and recording
technologies at ports of entry and inland CBSA service focations, to carry out the
mandate of the CBSAunder the authority of the Canada Border Services Agency Act.
Recordings may be used to investigate suspected offences related to border
legislation, and may be used as evidence in court proceedings. Recordings may also be
disclosed as permitted by legislation to the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police, and/or to municipal, provincial or local law
enforcement agencies to investigate or enforce federal laws.

Retention and Disposal
Any new or replacement video monitoring and recording equipment must be able to
retain recordings for no less than 30 days. Recordings that are used by the CBSAshall
be kept for two (2) years following the date of their last use.

Upon

expiry

of

deleted/overwritten,

the above retention periods, recordings are permanently
or 1n the case of removable media, recordlngs are physically

destroyed.

Accessto Information
Individuals have the right to access their personal information and the
to ensure
their personal information is appropriately protected under the Privacy Act. The
information collected is described in Info Source under the Overt Audio-Video
Surveinance Personal Information Bank CBSAPPU 1104.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
The following is a list of abbreviations

and acronyms used in this report:

AT!P

Access to Information and Privacy (Division of CBSA)

AV

audio-video

AV Policy

Policy on the Overt Use of Audio-Video Monitoring and Recording Technology

CA

certificate authority

CAF

Canadian Armed Forces

CBSA

Canada Border Services Agency

CCTV

closed-circuit television

CD

compact disc

CoP

Community of Practice

CP!C

Canadian Police Information Center

CSIS

Canadian Security intelligence Service

css

Centre for Security Science

CSSP

Canadian Safety and Security Program

DFO

data flow diagram

DND

Department of National Defence

DRDC

Defence Research and Development Canada

DVD

dlg1ta! video disc/ digital versatile disc

FOSS

Field Operations Support System

FOTM

Faces on the Move

FR

Facial Recognition

GCMS

Global Case Management System

HR

Human Resources
identification

IDS

intrusion detection system

IEEE

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

IRB

Immigration and Refugee Board

IRPA

Immigration and Refugee Protection .Act

ISTB

Information, Science and Technology Branch

MIDA

Multi-Institutional

MITS

Operational Security Standard: Management of Information Technology Security

MOU

Memorandum of Understanding
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not applicable
National Case Management System

Office of the Privacy Commissioner

program activity architecture
Previous Deportation Database

privacy impact assessment
persona! information

bank

Primary Inspection Line

PK!

public key infrastructure

POC

Privacy Oversight Committee

POE

port of entry

PSC

Public Safety Canada

RCMP

Royal Canadian Mounted Police

RDA

Records Disposition Authority

RFID

radio frequency identification

SEO

Science and Engineering Directorate

S!N

social insurance number

SoS

statement of sensitivity

TBS

Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat

TC

Transport Canada

TRA

threat and risk assessment

USB

universal serial bus
virtual private network
A trademarked term that identifies wireless networking products that comply with
the !EEE802.11 standards
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I

DEFINITIONS

This section providesdefinitions of the terms frequently used in this report:
Administrative

purpose

The PrivacyAct defines an ''administrative purpose"to be the use of an indlviduafs
personalinformation ln a decision-makingprocess that directly affects that
individual.

Consistent use

ls a use that has a reasonable and direct connection to the original purpose(s) for
which the information was obtained or compiled.This means that the original
purpose and the proposedpurpose are so closely related that the individual would
expect that the information would be used for the consistent purpose, even if the
use is not spelled out.

Facialrecognition

As used in tl1isreport, is the technologies and processes used to identify a person by
comparinga digital image or video frame of the person'sfoce with a database of
known facial images.

Info Source

Is a series of annual TreasuryBoard Secretariat publications in which government
institutions are required to describe their institutions.,program responsibilities and
information holdings,includingPll3sand classes of personalmformation. The
descriptionsare to contain sufficient clarity and detail to facilitate the exercise of the
right of access under the Privacy Act. Data-matching activities,use of the SIN and all
activities for which privacy impact assessments were conducted have to be cited in
Info Source PIBs, as applicable. The Info Sourcepublicationsalso provide contact
information for govicrnment institutions as we!! as summaries of court cases and
statistics on access requests.

PersonalInformation

Is a description of personal mformation that is organizedand retrievable by a
person's name or by an identifying number, symbol or other particular assigned only
to that person. The personal information described 1n the personal information bank
has bf:en used, is being used, or is available for an administrative purpose and is
under the control of a govemment institution,

Bank

PrimaryInspection Line

The term "Primary Inspection Line" is used to refer to the point at vvhich the person
entering Canada makes a report of his or her person and goods as required under
the Customs Act and the lRPA The CBS/\ has P!L booths from which officers conduct
primary ,1xaminations_

Scene camera

A video camera deployed as part of the Faces on the Move project that records
wide-angle video scenes at various locations in the CBSA-controfled areas of
Terminal 3 at Pearson lnternational Airport \Nhen a potential match from the
Previous Deportation Database is identified, a short video clip from a scene camera
will be added to the rnatch record. The video clip will be centred in time and space
on the matched foci2t!image. It will show the larger context of the potentially
matched traveller by showing what the travel!er is wearing and carryingand the
people arnund the traveller.

TransitoryRecord

____________

As defined by Library and Archives Canada and for the purposes of this policyare
those records that have no enduringvalue to the CBSA. They are records that are
required only for a limited time to ensure the completion of a routine action or the
preparation of a subsequent record but do not include records that are required to
c_ontro!, support or document the delivery of programs, to carry out operations,to
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Definition)
Previous Deportation
Database

{Source:MIDA 2.1, 4.

A database of selected previous>, deported persons created specifically for the Faces
on the Move project. The database will contain facial imagesand related
biographicalinformation (e.g., name, date of birth, warnings) extracted from the
CBSA's existingPreviouslyDeported Persons list The database will contain entries
for persons who have been deemed highly likely to attempt to return to Canada
during the Faces on the Move demonstration.
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SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION

This section below providesan overview of the project. It is supported by the remaining sections of this
PIA and is intended to ensure a descriptionof the project is clear at the onset of reviewing thi:s
document.

A. Background/Overview
In 2014, the Canadian Border Services Agency (CBSA) received funding from the Defence Research and
Development Canada (DRDC} for a project that will test the readiness of facial recognition (FR)
technology as a means of screeningagainst a database in an operational environment. This Privacy
Impact Assessment {PIA) provides the background on the project, its partners, the test period (herein
referred to as the "demonstration period"), the evaluation peri:od, and the associated privacy risks, The
project is called Faces on the Move (FOTM).
B. DRDC and CSSP1
As an agency of Canada's Department of National Defence (DND), the DRDC provides DND, the Canadian
Armed Forces (CAF)and other government departments as well as public safety and national security

communities the knowledge and technologicaladvantage needed to defend and protect Canada's
interests at home and abroad.
In 2012, the DRDC established the Canadian Safety and Security Program (CSSP),which aims to invest in
science and technology projects that will strengthen Canada's ability to anticipate, prevent, mitigate,
prepare for, respond to, and recover from natural disasters, serious accidents, crime, and terrorism, The
CSSPls !ed by DRDC's Centre for Security Science (CSSt in partnership with Public Safety Canada (PSC)
and uses a collaborative mode! that gathersthe best minds from government, industry,academia,
response and emergency management agencies, and international organizationsto work on the most
pressing safety and security issues facing Canadians.

That collaborative model extends to the manner in which the CSSP/DRDCprovides funding for various
types of projects, which must meet CSSPrequirements identified through risk and vulnerability
assessments and are associated with the priorities establishedby the CSSP;one of which 1sborder and
transportation security.CSSP•funded projects allow public safety and securityprofessionalsto work with
science and technology experts to identify challenges, develop knowledgeand tools, and provide advice
that will help protect Canada, its people, and institutions, Currently,the CSSPfunds approximately200
projects and activities which are led by either federal, provincial,territorial and municipalgovernments,
or academic institutions, through federal contracting mechanisms managedby Public Works .:ind
Government Services Canada.
One of the fundingavenues for the CSSPis the Call for Proposalprocess which invites all levelsof
government, industry,and academia to submit project proposalsfor innovative science and technology
solutions to address identified risks, vulnerabilities, and gaps in publicsafety and securitycapabilities.In
the spirit of the CSSP'scollaborative framework, proposals otten team up private sector expertise with
government programs to address a specific issue. Upon approval by the DRDC of a proposal, the lead

1

This sectlon was adapted from multiple sections of the DRDCwebsite found here: http:,/www.drdc-

~,
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organization is able to use the DRDCfunds to hire its partners (identified in their proposal) to assist in
project delivery.

c,

CBSAProposal and Project
!n 2013, the CBSAsubmitted a proposal to the DRDC/CSSP
via the Cal! for Proposal process to seek
funding to test FR technology within a border context. The proposal included the following private
sector and academia partners:
•

Face 4 Systems (formerly known as NextGenlD)

•
•

ADGA Group Consultants Inc.
Universite du Quebec- Montreal (specifically the Ecolede Technologie Superieure •· ETS)

In 2014, based on the CBSA proposal, the DRDCawarded funds to the CBSAto assist in the testing of FR
technology, In-kind funding by the CBSA through the use of ernployee resources, project management,
and technical expertise was needed to ensure the project budget was appropriate.
Within the CBSA,the Information, Science and Technology Branch (!STB),and specifically the Science
and Engineering Directorate (SED), will lead the project in consultatlon with Programs Branch and
Operations Branch, The Traveller Program Directorate is the Programs Branch sponsor and., in part, ls
the approving authority for this PIA ISTB has led a working group consisting of working-level
representatives from the following areas to ensure broad consultation and awareness of the project:
•

Comptmllership

•

Corporate Affairs (Communications and AT!P Policy & Governance}

•
•

Border Operations
Enforcement and !ntemgence Operations

•
•

ISTB
Traveller Program Directorate

•

Traveller Program Transformation

•

Greater Toronto Area Region (location of the demonstration

The purpose
applications.
name-based
who seek to

(Security and Professional Standards)

- Pearson Ai:rport)

of the project is to demonstrate the readiness of FR technologyfor potential screening
The CBSAanticipates the technology ccn1Idassist in overcomingsome of the limitations of
lists. Spedfica!ly, it can assist in identifying travellers who are known to be inadmissible
enter Canada using false identity documents or documents issued under different names.

The demonstration period will begin in early 2016 (for period of six months) at Terminal 3, Toronto
Pearson International Airport (YYZ). In order to demonstrate the solution,additionalcameras wmbe
installed and configured before the beginning of the six month-long demonstration period. In addition
to camera installation,a secure server, workstation equipment, hand held devices,and software wmalso
be installed. The cameras and associated wiring will operate separately from the existingCCTVnetwork
within the tennrnal and will be positioned and utilized in accordance with the CBSA's Policy on the Overt
Use of Audio-Video Monitoring and Recording Technology; it is noted that only imagesand video are
captured by the project-specific cameras and audio wm not be captured or used.
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0. Project Roles and Responsibilities
The funding provided by the DRDC allows for the CBSA to procure the services and products of the
partners identified in the proposal.. Therefore, once the DRDC approved the funding, the CBSA was able
to sole-source hardware, software, and consulting services frorn the proposal partners. ln that regard,
the following provides an overview of the roles and responsibilitiesof partners and stakeholders in this

project:

1. Defence Research and Development Canada (DRDC)
The FOTM project is managed by the DRDC's CSSwith CBSA's SEDproviding the project
management function. The DRDC provides oversight to ensure its funding is used appropriately.

2. CBSAScience and EngineeringDirectorate (SED)
SED,a directorate Lmder 15TB,will manage the project, coordinate all entities of the project, and
is responsible for internal reporting (CBSAsenior management) and external reporting (DRDC).
The funds provided by the DRDC require quarterly reports as well as a final report which the SED
is responsible for producing. From an IT Project Management perspective SEDis the Project
Authority and the Technical Authority.

3.

Face4 Systems(formerly NextGenlD)
Face4 Systemsis a Canadian based (Ottawa) company which designs, develops,deploys and
supports FR security products,services and solutions for government and private organizations
around the world. Face4 Systems'products focus on live face capture and face image quality
analysis and processing. The company is a value added re-seller of FR software made by
Cognitec, which is headquartered in Dresden, Germany with satelllte offices in the U.S..,
Australia.and Canada. For this project, Face4 Systemswmprovidethe following:
•

(for BSOAdjudicator)and the

•

Purchasing cameras, server, desktop workstation
handheld devices {For BSORover}
Installation and removal of the above products

•
•

Training on the products
Component testing of the products

•
•

Technical support
Asslst in evaluatingthe results of the demonstration

Face4 Systems staff will have access to the PDD photos, imagesand videos taken from the
cameras, and other personal information as part of its responsibility to assist in evaluating the
demonstration. Access to aH personal inforrnation will be limited to a CBSA location.
4.

Universite du Quebec (Ecolede Tedmo!ogie Superieure(ETS))
Scientists from the ETSare not involved duringthe demonstration period, but will develop the
test plan and system assessment methodology for post-demonstrationscientific analysisduring
the evaluation period. After the demonstration, ETSstaff will analyze performance data (match
scores) from the Montreal campus of the University of Quebec, The performancedata does not
include any personal information.
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5.

ADGA Group Consultants, Inc.
The ADGA Group is responsible for authoring the PIA for the project. The company and its
consultants play no further role in the project.

As part of arTyCSSP-funded project, there are two additional participants that are best descnihed as
passiveparticipants: the Community of Practice (CoP)and an External Advisory Committee.

1. Community of Practice
Communities of Practice (CoPs) are groups of subject matter experts brought together by CSSP
who share a common interest in a given area of experUse and work together to facilitate
knowledge-sharing and collaboration. CoPs are an essenti:al element of the CSSP,providing
access to a rich pool of collective knowledge and experience to support the development of new
or enhanced science and technology knowledge and capabilities and to provide advice and
guidance in the development of evidence-based policy, decision-making and operational and
strategic planning. Members of the CoP mav be provided access to regularproject updates, the
final scientific analysis report, and may be invited by DRDCto attend a final presentation;
however, none of the information provided to the CoP contains the personalinformation of
actors or individuals from the PDD.
For this project the CoP includes the following government institutions: Canadian Security
Intelligence Service (CSJS),
Transport Canada (TC), Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP),and
the CBSA.

2.

External Advisory Committee
The External Advisory Committee comprises organizations that have expertise or interest in the
area of a DRDC-funded project; in this case, biometrics. The Committee meets quarterly and
provides the project with feedback on relevant information from the subjectarea.

For this project, the External Advisor Committee includes: CBSA,RCMP, PSC,TC,Calgary Police,
the Office of the Privacy Comrnissloner of Ontario, and the U5. Department of Homeland
Security. These organizations have had prior experience or involvement in projectsrelated to FR
technology.For example, the Ontario Privacy Commissioner has experiencewith the
implementation of FR in Ontario casinos to identify self-reported problem gamblersattempting
to enter a casino. Also, the Calgary Police has implemented FR technologyto match crime-scene
photos to its collection of mug shots.
The Committee is not provided any reports or verbal communication
information of actors or PDD.

E.

containingthe personal

Overview of the Technology Demonstration

Section 6 of this PIA provides a detailed explanation of the technology demonstration and how it will be
deployed, utilized, and analyzed. The diagram and text that follows is provided as a high level
explanation, which supports Section 6.
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figure 1: High-level System Overview

As part of the project, a dedicated server will be installed with no connection to any CBSA
information system or to the existing CCTV network. The server will run the FR software and will
be connected to the cameras that will be installed solelytor this project. The server will also store
personal information on two groups of individuals: the control group, who are actors from among
volunteer CBSAemployees; and the operational group, which consists of extracts from an existing
inventory of Previously Deported Persons maintained within existingCBSAsystems.The database that
will be uploaded to the server will be limited to 5,000 individuals who have been previously deported
and have attempted to return to Canada at least one time in violation of their removal order.
1

ln this first step, the cameras wmcapture still imagesand video of individuals entering the CBSAcontrol!ed area at Terminal 3 of Pearson International Airport. The imageswHJbe sent to the FR server
and matched wlth the previously uploaded PDD and actors usingFR software provided by Face4
Systems.
In Step 2, if the FR software identifies any potential matches, it sendsa match notification to a
Border SecurityOfficer (BSO), identified tor the purposesof this project as an "adjudicator",The
dedicated workstation located inside a secure Survemance Centre wrnhave an application installed
locally that receives the possible match notification from the fR server and prompts the adjudicator for
a decision, The adjudicator is presented with an image of the match from the PDD and imagesfrom the
Terminal 3 cameras to make the adjudication decision, as well as a five second video of the individuaL
2

lf the BSO adjudicator believes a match has occurred, a BSO Rover ( BSD patrolling the CBSA·
controlled section of the airport) is notified via a project-specifichandheld device,
Communication between the adjudicator workstation and the Rover BSO handheld device is over a
cellular network consistent with the CBSA's Policy on the Use of WirelessTechnology.The device win
3
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provide the Rover BSOwith an image of the individual, a five-second video taken from the project
specific cameras and data from the PDD (Narne, DOB, FOSSID#, and alerts), The Rover BSO will use this
information to locate the individual and validate the adjudicator's match assessment

Assumingthe Rover BSOis confident that a match exists,the individual is referred to secondary
examination at Terminal 3 where a BSOwmassess the individual's identity and admissibility to
Canada, Upon escortingthe individualto secondary,the Rover BSOwill inform the secondary BSOthat a
FOTM match has occurred. All BSOsworking in Terminal 3 are aware of the FOTM demonstration and
that any FOTM match requires independent validation using existing systems and procedures for
potential matches of the PDO, FOTM procedures for secondary immigration BSOswill clearly state the
requirement that any FOTM match requires independent identity validation usingexisting systemsand
procedums.
4

When an operational match results in action being taken with respect to a traveHer, such as a referral to
secondary exarnination, the match record, including all PDO information, live-capture photos, and scene
video, will be exported to secondary storage (CD, USB, or similar) in accordance with CBSApolicies,
which require that any interaction with a traveller (i.e,, referring the indivldual for secondary
examination based on the FRdemonstration) must be kept for two years. The storage device will be
kept on the individual'sfile, so that a permanent record of the information that led to the action can be
preserved; however, evidence supporting deportation will be limited to the identity valldatlon efforts of
the secondary immigration BSO. if deportation is the result of the secondary examination, tllen non
FOTM data, including video from existing Terminal 3 cameras, will be used to support the deportation
proceeding. Only in rare and extraordinary cases does CBSAenvision FOTM data being a supporting
piece of information in a deportation proceeding.
For the four-step process outlined above and shown in Figure 1 above,the FRsystemwill be configured
to send a match notification to the adjudicator only if a potential match has a high probability of being a
true positive match. This will reduce the number of false positives(where the systemincorrectly
matches a traveller's face with an image from the PDO sent to the BSOs.
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F. Post-Demonstration Analysisand Report to DRDC
Once the six-month demonstration period is over, the techno,logy' wm be removed from the airport for
an additional three to six months of evaluation in a lab setting. The project will remove the FR server,
cameras, wiring, adjudicator workstation, and the handheld devices. The only potential change to the
removal plan is that the project cameras may be provided to the POE and be re-wi:red as they are no
longer valuable to the demonstration after the demonstration period. At the writing of this PIA, a final
decision on whether to provide these cameras to the POE had not been made.

Also following the demonstration period, representatives from the CBSA's SED (as the project lead),
Face4Systems, and the ETSwill analyze the demonstration data to scientifically examine the results.
Face4 Systems staff will have access to the personal information that was used during the
demonstration to determine the effectiveness of the software. Their access to personalinformation will
be restricted to a CBSA location.
Additionally, scientists from the ETSwHI analyze performance data from the den,onstration, which will
not include any personal information. ETSaccess to the performance data will be performed outside of a
CBSA location. ETSwill be given access only to performance metrics (Le., match scores) and not to
personal information of particular cases/individuals.

G.

Goalsof the Project

It is critical to this PlA that there is a dear understanding regarding the goal and intent of the project,
which is to scientifically test FR software in a border context
Therefore, the goal of the project is simply to scientifically test the technology. This PIA and the project
is not a Pilot Project to test a solution for possible future implementation. There is no underlying plan
within the CBSAto implement the FR software after the demonstration. The test results of the solution
may support future CBSA decisions on how to further test FR,but the CBSA is clearlyin the very early
stages of making a decision on whether FR technology can be usedeffectively1na border context.
As part of the fundingprovided by the DRDC,the project team is required to write a scientific report on
the demonstration and the test results. The report will be made public on the DRDC website and
disseminated to project stakeholders. The report may also be reviewed by membersof the CoP and the
Advisory Committee. It will not contain any personal information.

H.

Scopeof the PIA

The scope of this PIA is limited to the technology demonstration that is managedby the CBSA's srn and
supported by the other CBSA Programs and external organizationsas outlined in the previoussection of
this document. As this is substantially different from how the CBSA uses both video surveillance and
~lometric technologies, this PIA has been written to ensure the demonstration is consideringthe privacy
Jmpllcations of the project. By analyzingthe privacy principles in conjunction with the demonstration,
the CBSA is ensuring privacyand the scientific analysisof the technology are both considered when the
Agency makes future decisions regarding FR technology.
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This PIA identifies two sets of risks: one that are inherent to the demonstration itself and another that
are anticipatory and based on the potentialfuture testing and use of FRtechnology to identify
individuals in CBSAcontrolled areas, The latter group of risks are advisory ln nature and have no bearing
on the actual scope of this PIA - the demonstration of the FRtechno:logy, Privacy cons:iderations of the
"actor" group have not been included in the scope of this PIA because this group consists of volunteer
participants and will not be used for an administrative purpose,
The CBSAis committed to ensuring that privacy ls strongly cons:idered in relation to the use of audiovideo monitoring and recording technology.If any future projects stem from the sdentific results of this
project, subsequentPIAs will be written to ensure privacy rlsks and their re:lated rnitigation strategies
are identified before deployment The CBSAwill also ensure subsequent P!As providea detailed
description of the scientificresults of the current demonstration. :Moreover, CBSAAT!P will continue to
provide updates to the OPC on various privacy-related projects at the CBSA,induding but not limited to,
any further use of FR and audio-video monitoring and recording.
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SECTION 2 - OVERVIEW AND INITIATION
Government Institution:

Canada Border Services Agency

Government Official Responsible for the
Privacy ImpactAssessment

Head of the government institution/
for sectkm 10 of the Privacy Act

Barry Kong,Director, Program
Compliance and Outreach Division, CBSA

Delegate

Dan Proulx, ATIP Director, CBSA

Name of Program or Activity of the Government lnstituti,on:
Faces on the Move: Multi-camera Screening

Description of Program or Activity;
Faces on the Move: Mufti-camera Screening is a Project under the Canadian Safety and Security Program
{CSSP)managed by Defence Research and Development Canada (DRDC). The purpose of the project is to
demonstrate the operational readiness of FRtechnology.
The CBSAwill demonstrate FRtechnology to assess its potential for supporting existingprograms as an
integral part of its securityframework to support its admissibiiity determination and immigration
enforcement processes. The use of FRtechnologies could support the Enforcement,, Facilitated Border,
and Conventional Border programs, and could increase the CBSA'sability to meet its mandate and its
ability to protect the public and its e1T1p!oyees. These potential uses provide the necessary justification
for CBSAbeing involved in the testing project, but the project is only intended to test the effectiveness
of a FR-based traveller processing solution and provide a sde ntifk assessment of the technology's
readiness leveL That assessment wrn be used by the CBSA,and other members of the CoP,to better
enable the Border and Transportation Security Community on the current state of FRtechnology.

Most cameras deployed for this project will monitor and record still imagesof travellers' faces in the
CBSA-controlled areas of Terminal 3 of Toronto's Pearson lnternationa I Airport. A smaller number of
"scene cameras" wmrecord video of travellers as they pass through this area. Areas or activities where
travellers' facial imagesmay be recorded include,but are not necessarilylimited to: approachesto the
arrivals hall, approaches to PIL booths, during PIL interviews, and the approach to immigration point.
Recorded facial images will be compared autornatically to a database of persons of interest to CBSA No
audio will be collected or used in the FOTM project. The database will consist of facial photographsand
basic biographical information (name, date of birth, FOSSID#, and alerts) of actors and from CBSA's
existing Previously Deported Persons list. All potential matches that have a high likelihood being a true
match between an arriving traveller ;md a person on the POD v,1illbe adjudicated immediately by a CBSA
officer. Potential matches with a low likelihood of being a true match will be reviewed, in bulk, for
statistical analysis purposes between one to seven days after the travellers·· fada! imageswere recorded.
For each potential match, a short video dip (trom a scene camera) taken at the same time as the facial
photograph will be stored on the FRserver dedicated to this project (no connection to any CBSA
information system). Verified high-likelihood, real-time rnatches wmbe communicated to roving CBSA
officers in the airport, who wrnattempt to find the traveller and ask him or her to report to secondary
examination for further discussion. The video clip will aid in identifying the traveller by showing what
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the traveller is wearing and carrying. Verified lower-likelihood, non-real-time matches will be analyzed
statistically, with an objective of reporting on system performance and limitations.

ADMISSIBILITYDETERMINATION
Through the Admissibility Determination program, the CBSAdevelops, maintains and administers
the policies, regulations, procedures and partnerships that enable border services officers to
intercept people that are inadmissible to Canada and to process legitimate people seeking entry
into Canada within established service standards.
In the traveller stream,
meet the requirements
officers will then make
payment of duties and

border services officers question people upon arrival to determine if they
of applicable legislation and regulations to enter Canada. Border services
a decision to grant entry or refer a person for further processing (e.g.
taxes, issuance of a document), and/or for a physical examination.

IMMIGRATION ENFORCEMENT
The Immigration Enforcement Program determines whether foreign nationals and permanent
residents who are or may be inadmissible to Canada are identified and investigated, detained,
monitored and/or removed from Canada.
Foreign nationals and permanent residents of Canada believed to be inadmissible are investigated
and may have a report written against them by a CBSA inland enforcement officer. Depending on
the type of inadmissibility, the merits of the report are reviewed. Subsequent to this review, a
removal order may be issued against the foreign national or permanent resident in question.
Removal orders issued against refugee claimants are conditional and do not come into force until
the claim against the removal order is abandoned, withdrawn or denied by the !RB.

REMOVALS
The Removals Program (a sub-program of Immigration Enforcement) ensures that foreign nationals
and permanent residents with an enforceabie removal order are removed from Canada. Once a
person is removal-ready, an interview is conducted to ensure that a travel document is available
and that a pre-removal risk assessment is offered by a CBSAinland enforcement officer. Where a
valid travel document is not available, CBSA inland enforcement officers liaise with foreign
embassies to secure the required travel documents.
Note: This should align with the program named and described in the institution's Info Source Chapter as required under

section 5 of the Access to Information Act. For Institutions that develop a Program Activity Architecture
Management, Resources.and Results Structure Policy, the institutional Info Source
activities and sub-activities described in the PAA.

mu.st

as per the
with the programs,

Description of the class of records associated with the program or activity:
CBSABPD 1101
Records include audio/video footage of CBSAoperations including primary inspection line (Pill
interviews; secondary examinations; interactions at CBSA information counters, cashier counters,
commercial counters, in detention cells, and ln interview rooms to record audio statements made
under the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act (IRPA).

CBSAENF 135
Records related to the Removals Program which enables the CBSAto remove from Canada
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individuals who have contravened the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act (!RPA} and who are
subject of an enforceable removal order. May include records related to the establishment or use of
electronic systemsused to administer or manage the program including the Global Case
Management System (GCMS) and the National Case Managernent System (NCMS} and the Canadian
Police Information Center (CPIC).

CBSAENF 137
lnformatfon from the enforcement records of persons who have come under examination at a port
of entry or an investigation at an inland office. Personal information may include name, address,
birth date, country of birth, enforcement action undertaken (i.e. inadmissibility reports, arrest
reports, hearingor removal under the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act (!RPA)), fingerprints,
digital photographs,personal histories of refugee claimants..immigration applications and the date
and placeof each event in the process,

Classof RecordNumber: CBSABPD 1101; TBSRegistration: 20110287; Bank Number: CBSAPPU 1104
Classof Record Number: CBSAENF 135; Bank Number: CBSAPPU 1301
Classof Record Number: CBSAENF 137; TBSRegistration: 005218; Bank Number: PPU 032

D Proposal for a New Personal Information

Bank

N/A

D Proposed new Standard Personal Information Bank
D Proposalto modify an existing Standard Personal Information

Bank - identify Standard P!B number

and current description:

N/A
legal Authority for Program or Activity:

Jmrnigration and Refugee Protection Act

• Sections 15(1}, 16{1), 16(1,1), 16{2}, 16{2){a), 16(2)(b}, 16(2.1), 16{3), 18(1}, and 18(2)
Immigration and Refugee Protection Regufations
• Sections 28, 28(a}, W(b}, 28(c), and 28(d}
Note: Prim to proceedingwith the a,1!?\Sment it is essential that P;irliam2ntary authmitv for the relevart pro13r3mor acthlltybe
estahiished. Generally, Padiamentarv authority is usuallyconta\n12din an Act of Parliament or subsequentregulation~,or
approval of expenditures proposed in the Estimates ,md authorized by an Appropriations Act. If legal authority is unclear
consult your Legal Service to determine authority for the program or activity. (See question 1 of Section V)
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Summary of the project/ initiative/ change:
The CBSAworks to promote the free flow of travellers and goodsinto and out of Canada,while ensuring
that securitymeasures are in place to stop and remove potential threats. KeepingCanada's border open
to travel and trade, but closed to criminal activity requires the CBSAto manage border operations
effectively.
With a workforce of approxlmately 14,000 employees, the CBSA provides services at 1,200 points across
Canada. The CBSAalso administers more than 90 acts, regulations, and international agreements,. many
on behalf of other federal departments and agencies,the provinces, and the territories. In calendar
year 2013, the CBSAprocessed 99.7 million travellers and 14 million commercial shipments.
The CBSAwill demonstrate FRtechnology to assess its potential to support existing programs as an
integral part of its security framework to support lts admissibility determination process. The use of FR
technology may increase the CBSA's ability to meet its mandate and its ability to determine the
admissibility of persons seekingentry to Canada. However, the intent of the FOTM project is to test the
solution and assist CBSA senior management in any decisions to further explore FRtechnology.

Project specificcameras will monitor and photographtravellers' faces and record video of their overall
appearance in the CBSA-controlled areas ofTerminal 3 of Pearson International Airport Areas and
activities that may be monitored and photographed include, but are not limited to: approaches to the
arrivals hall, approaches to PIL booths, during P!L interviews, approaches to immigration point, and
within immigration secondary.
Currently, signageat Terminal 3 includes a bilingual placMd that states the following:
"This area is under video surveillance.
Recordings may be used and
shared in accordance with applicable federal legislation. For more
information on the CBSA's use of these recordings, please ask to speak
with a supervisor or visit .vww.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca"

At the CBSA,the location of monitoring and recording sfgnagemust adhere to three Agency-developed
principles:
1. Signs must be posted anyv,1herevideo recordingtechnologyis being used (Note that the Policy
on the Overt Use of Audio-Video Monitoring and RecordingTechnologyplaces !imitations on the
use of AV technology).
2. Signs must be posted {in order of preference) in at least one of the following areas: just prior to
entry to a CBSA-contro!led area; at entry points to a CBSAcontrolled area,, or as soon as possible
after entry to a CBSA-contm!led area.
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Signs must be hung in conspicuouslocations to allow travelers a reasonable opportunity
know that the area that they are in, or about to enter, is under sLirveillance.

PIA

to

FR technology will compare the facial imagescollected from arriving traveHers and compare thern with
images of persons of interest on the pre-generated PDD. When the FR system finds a potential match
between a traveller and a PDDentry, it willattach a short video dip of the traveller (taken by a FOTM
scene camera). !fa potential match has a high likelihood of being true., the FRsystem will immediately
notify a CBSABorder Services Officer (BSO) in the SurveWance Centre. The BSO wiH manually review the
collected image, video, and the PDD lrnage and make a final adjudication as to the accuracy of the
match. The BSOwill send an alert about the verified match to roving BSOs in the immigration haU using
wireless technology.The roving officer will receive the alert via a hand held device provided forth is
demonstration (this handhekl device is unique to the FOTM demonstration and wmnot he used for any
other purpose; these devices will be removed at the end of the demonstration}. The roving BSO wm
search for the identified person and, upon finding the person, direct him or her to secondary
examination. In secondary examination, existing systems and procedures will be used to process the
traveller. BSOs working immigration secondary have been made aware of the FOTM demonstration and
new procedures require them to validate the identity of the individual separate from the FOTM match.

FRcould assist the CBSAin ensuringthe integdty of the border by capturing information relating to
persons who contravene the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act (IRPA). For example, FR could
assist in detecting contraventions of the following sections of the act:
•

IRPAsection 15, which grants the CBSAthe authority to examine persons applyingto enter Canada

•

!RPA section 16, which requires persons making such applicationsto respond truthfully to the
examination
fRPAsection 18, which requires every person seekingto enter Canada to appear for an examination
to determine the person's admissibilityto Canada

•

Cameraswill not be placed in any area where CBSAbusinessis not conducted, or in any area where
there would be a heightened expectation of privacy, such as publicor employee washrooms,lunch
rooms and locker rooms. Information related to travellers, facility employees (non-CBSA)or other
members of the public (transport drivers,.flight attendants, brokers clearinggoods,etc.) is considered to
be personal information as defined in section 3 of the PrivacyAct For the purposes of this activity and
this PIA, any CBSAemployee information captured in facial photographsthat relates to the function or
the position of the employee is not considered to be personal information, in accordancewith
paragraph 30) of the PrivacyAct. Any information captured related to an employee that does not
specifically relate to his/her function or position will be treated as personal information per section 3 of
the PrivacyAct.
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The CBSArecognizes that it has broad authorities to stop, question, search, detain and arrest travellers
and seize goods and information in the border context. It further recognizes that, in order to carry out
its mandate to ensure the safety and security of the Canadian border, it collects and is entrusted with a
wide variety of personal information. The CBSAls committed to adhering to all privacy laws and to
ensuring that not only are individuals appropriately notified of any collection of personal information,
but that all of the information collected is appropriately protected.
The use of FRtechnology is a new activity. Use of this technology will be guided by the CBSA's
overarching policy on the use, retention, disclosure and disposal of audio and video equipment and
recordings. Standard Operating Procedures will be drafted to govern the specifics of the FOTM project.
The CBSAis conducting this PIA to ensure that tile privacy risks associated with us:ing, retaining,
disclosing and disposing of personal information collected in the course of demonstrating FRtechnology
are adequately addressed.
This PIA reflects the CBSA's planned use of FRtechnology at Pearson International Airport beginn,ing in
early 2016 for period of six months, during which project personnel will analyze the performance of the
technology. This will be followed by a three- to six-month lab evaJuation phase where the technology's
performance in relation to the information collected during tile demonstration will be further assessed,
At this time, the CBSAhas no plans to deploy FR technology for ongoing operational use, regardless of
the performance of tile technology in this limited demonstration. Tile testing results may assist future
senior management decision on further exploration of FR at the CBSA,but at this time, there are no
definitive plans to implement such technology.
This PIA has been drafted using the AV Policy as well as the associated Directives, the Privacy Act and the
Privacy Regulations, and the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act as references, The AV Policy was
implemented on August 15, 2011 and revised in July 2013. No audio will be collected or used in the
FOTM project The Agency recognizes that the use of the AV policy for traveller processing is a new use
which is not currently included in this Policy,
The FOTM project is a project of the Canadian Safety and Securlty Program (CSSP), managed by Defence
Research and Development Canada1 s (DRDC)Centre for Security Science (CSS).The CBSAis the
government lead for the project.
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SECTION 3 - FOUR-PART TEST
The section providesa discussion related to the scope of this P!A and an assessment against the fourpart tesL

The CBSArecognizesthat the four-part test, in part, requires an assessment as to whether the initiative
will be effective in achieving a specific purpose. However, this initiative is unique in that it is not a Pilot
Project or a Proof of Concept that is being tested so the tested solution can be modified for future use.
Instead, the purpose of this project is to provide a foundational dataset regard:ingthe effectiveness of
this technology as a whole. This may be used by the CBSA,or its partners, to inform any future plansto
deploy FRtechnology.This careful approach has been taken in recognition of privacysensitiviti:es
inherent in a FR-based matching program.
The four part assessment below must be read with the understanding that it is limited to the scientific
evaluation of an FRtechnology demonstration and does not apply to the application of FRtechnology
within the CBSA'scurrent traveller processing programs. Any future demonstration or testing of FR will
result in a PIA that will draw upon the scientific research garnered from this project and be further
assessed againstthe four-part test

1.

Is the measure demonstrably necessary to meet a specific need?
There are many cases of non Canadians using false names in attempts to enter Canada illegally.

A report by the PBStelevision show ,..Frontline" explored how terrorists use fake identity documents
to travel the world. The report focused on Ahmed Ressam,the so-called "Millennium Bomber'', who
first entered Canada in 1994 using a fake French passport (see
http:J/www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/
shows/tra i I/etc/fake .htm I).

In 1970, Palestinian Mahmoud Mohammad lssa Mohammod was convictedin a Greek court of
manslaughterand other chargesrelated to an attack againstan Israeli airliner that he participated
in. This conviction made him inadmissible to Canada. Yet in 1987, he managedto enter Canada
under a false name. It took until 2013 for him to be deported (see
http;/lwww.nanaimodailvnews.com/news/palesti
n ia n-deported-from-ca nada-1.177617 #).
A US dtizen was a fugitive from American justice when he used a false name to enter Canada in
2008. He was eventually arrested and sentenced for crimes he committed in Canada before being
deported back to the United States (see
·
http://www2.canada.com/saskatoonstarphoenix/news/!oca!/story,htrnl?id=07d4ad2-5d05-4e65bf2Hcebd0188783).
In 2011, an Iranian man in Carrnda was ordered deported for the second time after being convicted
of people smuggling.He provided false identity documents to smuggle Iranians to various countries,
including Canada. He also used false passports to enter Canada in 2008 after being removed in 2007
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(see http://news.nationalpost.com/2011/09/23/canada-orders-deportation-of-iranian-suspected-ofhuman-smuggljng/).
A judgement was rendered in 2013 againsta Portuguesecitizen who had been previouslydeported
from Canada five times. On at least one of those occasions, he tried to enter the country using a
passportwith a false name. In this most recent case, he also used a false passport, although this
time the name he was using was on a list (see

http://visal;iwcanada.blogspot.ca/20B/12[portuguesenationa1-deported-five-times.html}.
A man who entered Canada as a refugee in 2003 was arrested in 2014 in connection with a 2000
murder in Texas, Although the man claims he is not the person wanted in the murder case,
fingerprintsand photographs have led authorities to conclude he is the same person. According to
the news report at http://bc.ctvnews.ca[cbs,h3rrests-man-in-gruesome-2000-murder-in-texas1.17655951 the man may have identity documents with severa! different names on them,
The examples above are cases that made the news of people using false names to evade the CBSA's
name-based lists, The CBSA has statistics showing that, just at Terminal 3 of Pearson International
Airport, an average of 16 travellers per year were detected using fraudulent, altered, or borrowed
travel documents between April 2011 and March 2014. In other words, these people were using
documents to claim they were someone else, There is no estimate available for how many people
used such documents and were not detected.

2.

Is it likely to be effective in meeting that need?
The purpose of the FOTM technologydemonstration ls to assess whether FR technologycan be
effective in detecting attempts by travellers to Canada to subvert name-based lists through false
identity documents. The CBSA is committed to taking a careful and educated approach to exploring
and potentiany implementing FR technology; in part, the CBSA is committed to ensuringa solution is
proven, effective, and can be deployed in a way that respectsand protects privacy.That is the
reason for this demonstration.
FR has been used in other jurlsdictlons for similar purposes with some success, A 2011 report
explains how Ontario caslnos use FR technology to identify self-reported problem gamblersif they
try to enter a casino. The same report explains how the Canadian Bankers Association has been
using FRsince 2008 to investigate debit card fraud. See
http://www ,theglobea ndmail .com[ news/national/time-to-lead/ca nadia n-ca sinos-ba n ks-police-use·
tadal•·recognition-technology/artide590998/.

In November 2014, the Calgary Police Service announced it was implementingFR technologyto
match crime-scene photos to lts collection of over 300,000 mug shots. It is the fast police service in
Canada to do so. (see http:J/www.cbc.ca/news/canada,calga y/facial-recognlti n- oft
re-to-aidcalgary-po!ke-in-foture-investigations-1.2822592.
The Toronto Police Service is consideringsimilar
tedmology (see http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2014/11/13/toronto-police~fada!~recognition~
technology

n 6154200.htm!).
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Law enforcement agencies in the U.S. have used FRto match images extracted from CCTVfootage at
crime scenes with photo databases (often based on drivers' licence photos) to identify criminals
(http://www.wash1ngtonpost.com/business/technology/state-photo-id-databases-become-trovesfor-po Iice/2013/06/16/ 6f014bd4-ced5-11e2-8845-d970ccb04497
story .htm!?hpid:::zl).
FRtechnology is also be[ng tested and deployed at airports around the world. (See1 for example,
http :1/www .govtech ,com/pub Iic-safe ty/Soch i-Airpo rt - Uses-5iIicon-Va 11
ey-Facia 1-R
eco g n itio nSoftwa re. htm I {Sochi, Russia)1 http://www.biometricupdate.com/201407
/brusse!s-airporMointroduce-facial-recognition-scanners (Brussels, Belgium), and
http://www.homelandsecurltynewswire.com/dr20140918-iapan-to-adopt-automated-airport-gateseguipped-with-fadal-recognition-technology
(Tokyo, Japan))
3.

Is the loss of privacy proportional to the need?

The FOTM demonstration is being deployed only for testing purposes for a limited time (six
months}. It targets only those persons who are already under an active removal order and who have
previously demonstrated intent to return to Canada, despite having been previously deported
multiple times.
The FRdemonstration will take place only in CBSA-controlled areas of Terminal 3 at Pearson
International Airport for a limited time, estimated at six months. After the demonstration, the
technology wlll be removed from the airport for an additional three to six months of evaluation in a
lab settlng Personal information already collected at POEsincludes a traveller's name; dtizenship(s);
country and place of residence; and sex. Travellers must also provide a piece of approved
identification, such as a passport or enhanced driver's license. Persons seeking entry to Canada
may also be required to provide the following information: address, or address of destination in
Canada; date of birth (age); marital status; employment status; criminal history; fingerprints; and,
information related to accompanying goods entering Canada, including purchases made abroad. FR
technology, in addition to the elements mentioned, also captures the physical image of the traveller,
which can assist in identifying individuals seeking entry into Canada who are using false identity
documents. In all cases, the CBSAonly collects the minimum amount of personal information
required to make an admissibility decision.
The loss of privacy is minimal given the lower expectation of privacy in a border crossing context.
This was noted in the PIA report on the Overt Use of Video Monitoring and Recording Technology
submitted to the OPC in November 2013. The FOTM demonstration project represents only a
nominal increase in the loss of privacy insofar as no different information is being collected above
and beyond the CBSA's current use of CCTVtechnology. The main difference between CCTVand FR
is in the technology being used to process the information. This nominal increase in privacy loss will
affect mainly those travellers who try to subvert the admissibility determination process.
The CBSAfulfills its mandate through the administration or enforcement of over 90 Acts and
Regulations. As a result the Agency is
for numerous and complex programs and
operating activities, including deciding on traveller admissibility to Canada, ln calendar year 2013,
the CBSAprovided border-related services for 99.7 mrllion travellers arriving at our land, air, rail and
marine ports of entry. There is a significant need to find ways to augment the admissibility
determination process with automation that can improve efficiency and effectiveness without
sacrificing privacy, The CBSAis testing FRtechnology to determine whether lt can meet this need.
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Is there a less privacy-invasive way of achieving the same end?
The goal of this project is to demonstrate the effectiveness of FR technology in an airport setting.FR
ls less invasive than other forms of biometric identification,such as fingerprints or retina scans.
There is no need to touch or come into close proximitywith a biornetric scanningdevice;cameras
can be mounted cm walls, ceilings,and other architectural features and capture facial images
without inconveniencing the traveller.
In terms of the goal of identifying travellers using false identity documents, the only other way to do
FRat this time in a way that would be less privacy-invasive would be to have CBSAofficers visually
examine every arriving traveller and compare their faces with the PDD, Given that the
demonstration PODwill contain thousands of photographs,it could take hours to process each
traveller through manual Fft This is obviously a total:ly impractical approach to travel:ler
identification.
Lastly, the CBSAls always balancing methods of enhancing security while expediting travel and
commerce; a balancethat ls often difficult. If the FRtechnology proves successful,it may also serve
a dual purpose: first, to better ldentify individualswho are attempting to illegally re-enter Canada;
and two, by improving the effectivenessof and efficiency of identify1ng these individuals, reduce
wait times at the Primary InspectionLane (PIL).
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SECTION 4- RISK AREA IDENTIFICATION AND CATEGORIZATION
For Section 3, please check the appropriate box that describes the level of risk related to your program
or activity and provide details as indicated in yellow.

A. Type of Programor Activity

Leve! of

Risk
· Program or activity that does NOT involve a decision about an identifiable individual

D1

Personal information is used strictly for statistical/ research or evaluations including mailing list
where no decisions are made that directly have an impact on an identifiable individua I.
The Directive on PIA applies to administrative use of personal' information. The Policy on Privacy
Protection requlres that government institutions establish an institutional Privacy Protocol for
addressing non·administratlve uses of personal information.

Administration of Programs/ Activity and Services

2

Personal information is used to make decisions that directly affect the individual (Le. determining
eligibility for programs including authentication for accessing programs/services, administering
program payments, overpayments, or support to clients, issuing or dental of permits/licenses,
processing appeals, etc ..).

Compliance/ Regulatory investigations and enforcement
Personal information is used for purposes of detecting fraud or investigating possible alJuses within
programs where the consequences are administrative in nature (i.e., a fine, discontinuation of
benefits, audit of personal income tax rne or deportation in cases where national secur'ty and/or
criminal enforcement is not an issue).

Criminal investigation and enforcement/

National Security

Personal information is used for investlgations and enforcement in a criminal context (i.e. decisions
may lead to crimina! charges/sanctions or deportation for reasons of national security or criminal
enforcementj.

Details:

Somepersonal information collected through the FOTMdemonstration may be used in support of
identifying persons who have been previously determined to be inadmissible to Canada because of
knownnon-compliance with the !RPA.Therefore, this would be enforcement in a compliance and
regulatory context. However, once a match occurs, CBSAsecondary BSOs must independently
validate the FOTM match with existing CBSAinformation systems.
Facial photographs may be disclosed to CBSA's Inland Enforcement Division (!ED}, but only in the rare
chancethatan identified match ofthe FOTM demonstration is identified but not intercepted before
leav1ngthe terminal. In those cases, IED will utilize the FOTM match as a tip requiring identity
validation utilizing existing systems and procedures. FOTM photographic and video recordings may
be used as evidence to support deportation; however, it is highly unlikely. Any validation made by
secondaryBSOswill be used in the deportation proceedings as will video from
Terminal 3
cameras.
lt is noted that if any PDD individuals are identified during the short-term project, they are
immediately deportedwlthout any judicial review. As the PDD is comprised of individuals who have
been deported and have re-entered Canada at least one time after the initial deportation, judicial
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review is not available to them. Therefore, if any individual on the Previously Deported List is
identified by the project, there is no sharingof the project data to the Department of Justice (DOJ),
Public Prosecution Service of Camida (PPSC),Immigrationand Refugee Board (IRB}, or any other

organization.

. Privacyrisk:
Some personal information collected through the FOTMdemonstrationmay
be disdosed to internal
stakeholders, such as CBSA IED, for the purposes of compliance/regul'atory enforcement.

Mitigation:
FOTM data will rarely, if ever, be usedto support a deportation proceeding, but it is possible. As
stated above, if a secondary BSO,usingexistingsystemsand procedures, identifies an indiv1dualas
beingon the Previously Deported list (maintained outside the FOTM FR system), then non-FOTM data,
includingvideo from existing Terminal 3 cameras will be used to support the deportation proceeding.
Facial photographs owned by the CBSAmay be disclosedto Face4Systems, the technology integrator,
they can analyze and improve the effectiveness of the technology.

so that

Facial photographs will only be disclosed in accordance with all relevant legislation and policy.

Type of PersonalInformation Involved and Context
Only personal information, with no contextual sensitivities,collected directly from the
individual or provided with the consent of the individual for disclosure under an
authorized program,
Persona! information, with no contextual senslt!vlties after the time of collection,
provided by the individual with consent to also use personal information held by
another source.

Level of Risi<

D1

D2

SocialInsurance Number, medkal, financial or other sensitive personalinformation
and/or the context surrounding the persona! information is sensitive. Persona!
information of minors or incompetent lndividwi!s or involvinga representativeacting
on behalfofthe individual.

~ 3

sensitive personal information, including detailed profiles, allegationsor suspicions,
bodily samples and/or the context surrounding the personal information is
particularly sensitive.

D4

Details:
FOTM photographs contain only the physical appearance of the traveller'srace, with no context other

than a date/time stamp. Scene-video dlps will contain the traveller's overall appearance, behaviour,
and, possibly, carry-on items. The PDD will contain additional information suchas name, date of birth,
and any safety warnings (where the person is considered a potential dangeror threat to CBSA
employees). The project cameras will photograph all personsentering the CBSA-controlled
areas of
Pearson International Airport's Terminal 3; this could includeminors and incompetentindividuals.
Fadal photographs will be collected directly from the individuals.PDD information will come from the
CBSA's existing Previously Deported Persons database. Such use is consistent with the purposesfor
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which the information was collected in the first instance.

Privacyrisk:
The CBSAcollects a wide variety of personal information through its activities. FOTM photographs,
scene video, and the PDD will contain minimal information, such as facial image, name, date of birth,
and security warnings. The presence of an individual's lnformationon the.POD
indicate that the
indiVidual is inadmissible to Canada, The presence of an individual's photograph iri the set offacial
photographs could lead to the inference that the individual attemptedto enter Canada at a certain
date and time.

wm

Mitigation:

The CBSAwillcollect only the personal information necessary to effectively carry out its mandate.
In accordance with the CBSA'saudio-visual policy, information collected for the fOTMdemonstration
will be considered to be Protected B. All photographs, videos, andPDD information, regatdless of
storage medium; will be stored either ina locked cabinet(orcontainer orasafe) or in a.secure room
designed tn accordance with specifications approved by the Infrastructure.and Information Security
Division of CBSA.
All retention and disposal of facial photographs, video, and PDD information will be carried out in
accordance with the relevant provisions of the AV Polity.
The retention period for facial photographs having no enduring value to the Agency wmbe the
duration of the project (which is scheduled to end at the end .ofthe !ahphase). All information is
required unti!the end of the projectso that the technology's perfofmance can be evaluated. For all
photographs requiring further action on the part of the CBSA,the CBSAhas established a minimum
two-year retention period in accordance with paragraph 4(1)(a) of the PrivacyRegulations.In
addition, ifan ATIP request or formal complaint is received within 30 days of the creation of a facial
photograph, that photograph will also become subject to the minimum two-year retention period.
lnthe contextof the proposed demonstration of FOTM technology, it is essential to take facial images
captured atTerminal Jand replay them in the lab to further test and investigate the performance of
the technology. Thus, it is necessary to retain the facial images captured durlng the demonstration for
the duration of the project.
The AV Policy requires that
•

AHdisclosure of audio-video or photographic records must be made in accordance with the
provisions of the CustomsAct, the Accessto InformationAct, the PrivacyAct and/or CBSA
disclosure policy.

•

When an audio~video or photographic record is disclosed in response to an AT!P request from an
individual whose information ls contained in the record, the identity and other personal
information of other individuals in the audio-video or photographic record who are not implicated
in the request will be protected. If the personal information of a third party cannot be protected,
and consent has not been provided for its disclosure, the audio-video or photographic record wm
not be disclosed.
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Program or Activity Partners and Private Sector Involvement

Levelof Rfsk

With other or a combination of federal/ provincial and/or municipal govemment(s)

D1
D2
D3

Private sector organizations or international organizations or foreign governments

[8]4

Within the inst:tution (amongstone or more programs within the same institution)
With other federal institutions

Details:
Facial photographs, scene video, and POD information will be disclosed to integration flrm Face4
Systems so that they can "re-play" the photo stream in a lab setting and fine-tune the performance of
the technology. The facial photographs, scene video,and POD information may also be accessible
to
the telecommunicatlons provider that will operatethe wireless link that is part of the demonstration
architecture.

Performancemetrics will be shared with staff of ETSwho will provide analytical assistance regarding
projectevaluation. ETSstaff will not have access to any information defined as "personal
information" by the Privacy Act.

Privacyrisk:
Facial photographs, scene v1deo, or PDD information will be disclosed to Face4 Systems. Facial
photographs, scene video, or PDD information may be accessible by the telecommunications
provider.

Mitigation:
The AV Policy states:
•

AH disclosure of audio-video or photographic recordsmust be made in accordancewith the
provisions of the CustomsAct, the Accessto InformationAct,the PrivacyAct and/or CBSA
disclosure policy.

In addition, the Directiveson the Overt Useof Audio-VideoMonitoringand RecordingTechnology
state that:
•

Any access to or disclosure of audio-video or photographicrecordings must be noted in an audiovideo monitoring log. The log entry must include the date and time when the data was accessed,
which segment of the data was viewed, by whom and for what reason. Persons who access
recordings must identify themselves by name and badge number if applicable. When a recording
is disclosed, the authority for that disclosure must alsobe noted in the log.

•

When audio-video or photographic recordings are copied or extracted in order to be disclosed
within the CBSAor to other organizations, the CD, DVD or storagedevicemust be storedin locked
storage according to the security dassification of the information containedin the audio-video
recording. Facial photographs and related information are to be categorizedas ProtectedB,

•

Audio-video or photographic recordings, including records to be disclosed to organizations,
may
on!y be disclosed as authorized by the Privacy Act, s. 8, Customs Act, s. 107, and CBSAdisclosure
policy.

•

Only the segment of the audio-video recording or the photographor PDD information related to
the request wmbe provided. Any unrelated data wmbe blacked-out,blurred, or obscured by a
technique certified as tamper-proof by a credible certificationbody,
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D.

Pl.A

Duration of the Program or Activity

One time program or activity
Typically Involves offering
support mechanism.

a one-time support measure in the fonn of a grant payment as a social

Short~term program
A program or an activitythat supports a short-term goalvvith an estabHshed "sunset" date.

Long-term program
Existing program that has been modified or is established with no clear ".sunset".

Details:

The CBSAwill deploy the FOTM technology in the shorMe rm context of a technology demonstration.
The technology will be installed in Terminal3 of Pearson lntematlonal Airport for a periodof six
monthsand then removed. The technology wlll be re-installedln a lab setting in Ottawa to allow
researchersto further investigate and study its performance by replaying images retained from the

livedemonstration.
PrivacyRisk:
The CBSAwmcollect personal information for FOTM for a llmited time, Analysis of the results of the
demonstration wifl contribute to sen1or management decisions on further testing and evaluation of FR
technology.

Mitigation:
The CBSAwill only retain personal information for the minimum amount of time necessaryto ensure
it ls of no enduring value to the Agency, with all recordsscheduledto be destroyedat the end of the
project
In order to balance the privacy rights of individuals with the needsof the CBSAto ensure the safety
and security of Canada1 lt has been established that the minimum retention periodfor facial
photographs and scene video attached to matches wmbe the durationof the project. Scene video
having no enduring value to the Agency (i.e., scene videothat is not !inked to any matched travellers)
will be retained for 30 days, in accordance with the AV Policy.For all facialphotographs,scene video,
or PDD information requiring further action on the part of the CBSA,the CBSAhasestablisheda
minimum two-year retention period in accordance with paragraph 4(1)(a) of the PrivacyRegulations.
ln addition, if an ATIP request or formal complaint is received within 30 days of the creationof a
recording, that recording will also become subject to the minimum two-year retention period,

E.

Program Population

Level of Risk

The program affects certain individualsfor externaladministrativepurposes.

□1
□2
(;gJ3

The program affects all individuals for external administrativepurposes.

04

The program affects certain employees for internal administratlve purposes.
The program affects all employees for internal administrative purposes.

Details:
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Some information collected will be disdosed within the CBSAfor the purpose of determining a
traveller's admissibility to Canada,

PrivacyRisk:
Facial photographs of travellers, scene videos, or PDD Information used to refer an individual who
matches to the PDD may be disclosed within the CBSA.
Mitigation:

The CBSAwill ensure that any disclosure of facial photographs, scene video, or PDD information is
made !n accordance with the relevant policies and legislation. After the initial six-month
demonstration at Terminal 3 of Pearson International Airport, the system will be re-located to the
CBSA'sSEOlab (Ottawa) for up to six more months of further tests. Ihls includes re-running the
photographs taken in Terminal 3 against the PDD and modifying the matching parameters in tests to
lmprnve system performance.

F.

Technologyand Privacy

6.1 Does the new or modified program or activity involve the imp!ementatfon of a new
electronic system, software or application program including collaborative software
(or groupware) that is implemented to support the program or activity in terms of the
creation, collection or handling of personal information?

iZJYES

fi2. Does the new or modified program or activity require any modifications to IT legacy
systems and/ or services?

□ YES

nNo

(SJNO

6.3 Does the new or modified program or activity involve the implementation of one or
more of the foBowing technologies:
6.3.1 Enhanced identification methods:
This irn:ludes biometric technology (i.e. faciol recognition,gait analysis,iris stan,
fingerprint analysis,voice print, radio frequencyidentification {R.F!D),etc ..) as well as
easy pass technology, new identification cards:includingmagnetic stripe cards, "smart
cards" (i.e. identification cards:that are embedded ,vith either an antenna or a contact
pad that is connected to a microprocessorand a memory chip or only a memory chip
with m:m-programmable logic).

Please specify:
The CBSAwill use FOTM in approaches to the arrivals hall, approaches to Pll booths,
during Pll interviews, and approache,; to immigration point to identify persons of
interest to the CBSAthrough rnatching fada! imageswith PDD images.

6.3.2 Use of Surveillance:
This 1m::lmiessurveillance

~YES
technologies such as audio/video recording devices, thermal

imaging,recognition devices .. RflD, surrE>pt,tiouss1.Hveillance
/ interception,computer
aided monitoring induding audit trails, satdlite surveH!anceetc

Pleasespecify:

FOTM will use cameras to overtly photograph trave!!ers' faces and to record scene
video of the travellers' overall appearances (e.g., clothing, luggage, companions).
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6.3.3 Use of automated personal information analysis.. persona! information matching
and knowledge discovery techniques:

PIA

[8JYES

□ NO

For the purposes of the Directive on PIA,governmentinstitutions are to identify those
actlvities that involve the use of automated technologyto analyze, create, compare, cull,
identifyor extract personal information elements. Such activities would include personal
informat.ion matching, record linkage, personal information mining, personal information
comparison,knowledge discovery,information filtering or analysis. Such activ1ties involve
some form of artificial intelligence and/or machine learning to uncover knowledge
(intelligence}, trends/patterns or to predict behaviour.

Please specify:
The CBSAwill use FOTM to compare images of arriving travellers' faces with facial
photographs of persons of interest on a PDD. The technology will identify potential
matches and notify CBSAofficers, who will manually review and adjudicate the
potential matches. Real-time matches that are verified by human review will be
forwarded to roving CBSA officers for further action.

A YESresponse to any of the above indicates the potential for privacy concerns and risks that will
need to be considered and if necessary mitigated.
6.1

Implementation of new cameras, FRservers, and wireless communications.

Privacy Risk:
The CBSAwill implement cameras that have the capability to take facial photographs of any and all
individuals found in CBSA-controHedand -monitored are.:is accessibleto the travelling public. Facial
images of immedlately verified persons of interest wmbe transmitted wirelesslywithin the CBSAcontrolled and CBSA-monitored areas to notify roving CBSAofficers of the presence of a person of
interest. The CBSAwill also implement video cameras to take scene video of the same areas. The
system will attach a short video clip (approximately S seconds)to each match record to provide
context of the traveller within the airport

Mitigation:

Facial photographs and scene video taken by the on-site cameras and information contained in the
POD will be accessible only to properly authorized and trained CBSA personnel. This information will
be used only to identify persons of interest who have already been determined to be inadmrssib!e to
Canada and to perform post-demonstration tests and analysis on the FR technology in a CBSA lab
setting. The facial photographs and scene video taken on-site wi!J have no identifying information
associated with them other than a date/time stamp. The PDD wmcontain only photographs,names,
birthdates, and safety warnings. Information about potential matches will be retained for the
duration of the project to generate metrics about the performance of the technology.
Uve-captured facial photographs and scene video for matched traveHers will be retained for the
duration of the project, Unused scene video (i.e., video that is not linked to anv matched travellers)
wrnbe retained for 30 days from the tin1e of creation. POD information will be retained for the
duration of the project.
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6.3.1

Enhanced identification

PIA

methods

PrivacyRisk:
The CBSAwill use FOTM to compare photographs of travellers' faces with images stored in a PDDto
identify persons who have already been determined to be inadmlssib!e to Canada, There ls a risk that
an im:lividual will be incorrectly matchedwith a PDDentry and be selected for secondary examination
as a result of the false match. There is a further risk that a falsely matched traveller selected for
secondary examination could learn the identity of the person of interest on the POD against whom he
or she was incorrectly matched.

Mitigation:
An important objectiveof the FOTMdemonstration is to assess
the readiness of the rn technology,
including its ability to minimize false matches. Procedures will be developed to quick!y ascertain the
identity of travellers selected on the basisof FOTM for secondary examination usingexisting CBSA
systems, Personswho have been deemed to be incorrectly matched with a PDDentry will be released
as quickly as possible, assuming no other questions arise about the traveller's identity and
admissibility (it is possible that a traveller matched incorrectly and selected for secondary
examination is stillfound to be inadmissible for other reasons).
Furthermore, the CBSAwill develop procedures to ensure that, when questioning a traveller who has

been selected for secondary examination on the basis of FOTM, the traveller will not be told the name
of the person on the PDDagainst whom the traveller has been matched. The traveller will not be
shown the photograph of the person on the PDD. This will ensure that falsely matched travellers are
not inadvertently given information about persons of interest
6.3.2

Use of survernance

PrivacyRisk:
The CBSAwill use cameras to overtly record travellers' facial imagesand physicalappearance.
Although there is a reduced expectation of privacy at an airport, traveHers may perceivea risk that
unauthorized personnel could access the images taken by FOTM,

Mitigation:
The CBSAwill ensure that any disclosureof facial photographs,scene video, or PODinformation is
made in accordance with the relevant policies and legislation. In addition, the CBSAwrn
take steps to
ensure that recordingsare not disclosed by third partieswithout the consent of the CBSA.After the
initial six-month demonstration at Terminal 3 of Pearson International Airport, the systemwi!! be relocated to the CBSA's SED lab (Ottawa)for six more months of further tests. This includes re running
the photographs taken in Terminal 3 against the PODand modifying the matchingparameters in tests
to improve system performance.
The CBSA'sAV Policy states:

•

All disclosure of audio-video or photographic records must be made in accordance with the
provisions of the CustomsAct, the Accessto Information Act, the PrivacyAct and/or CBSA
disclosure policy.

In addition, the CBSA's Directives on the Overt Use of Audio-Video Monitoring and Recording
Technology state that:

•

Any access to or disclosure of audio-video or photographic recordingsmust be noted in an audiovideo monitoring log. The log entry rnust indude the date and time when the data was accessed,
whirh segment of the data was viewed, by whom and for what reason. Persons who access

Cmada Border Services Agency
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recordings must identify themselves by name and badge number if applicable. When a recording
is disclosed, the authority for that disclosure must also be noted in the log,
•

When audio-video or photographic recordings are copied or extracted in order to be disclosed
within the CBSAor to other organizations,the CD, DVD or storage device must be stored in locked
storage accordingto the securityclassification of the information contained in the audio-video
recording. Facial photographs and related information are to be categorizedas Protected B.

•

Audio-video or photographic recordings, including records to be disclosed to organizations, may
only be disclosed as authorized by the Privacy Act, s. 8, Customs Act, s. 107, and CBSAdisclosure
policy.

•

Only the segmentof the audio-videorecording or the photograph or PDD information related to
the request will be provided. Any unrelated data will be blacked-out, blurred, or obscured by a
technique certifiedas tamper-proof by a credible certification body,

6.3.3

Use of automated personal information analysis, personal information matching and
knowledge discovery techniques

PrivacyRisk:
The CBSAwm
use FRto compare photographs of travellers'faceswith images stored in a POD to
identify persons who may be inadmissible to Canada, There ls a risk that an lndlvidual will be
incorrectly matched with a PDD entry and be selected for secondary examination as a result of the
false match. There is a further risk that a falsely matched traveller selected for secondary examination
could learn the identity of the person of interest on the PDD against whom he or she was incorrectly
matched.

Mitigation:
An important objective of the FOTMdemonstration is to assessthe readinessof the FRtechnology,
including its ability to minimize falsematches. Procedures wrn
be developedto quicklyascertainthe
identity of travellers selected for secondary examination on the basisof FOTMusingexisting CBSA
systems. Persons who have been deemed to be incorrectly matched with a PDOentry wlll be released
as quickly as possible, assuming no other questions arise about the traveller'sidentity and
admissibility {it is possible that a traveller matched incorrectlyand selected for secondaryscreeningls
stm found to be inadmissible for other reasons).
Furthermore, the CBSAwill develop procedures to ensure that, when questioninga traveller who has
been selected for secondary examination on the basis of FOTM, the traveller will not be told the name
of the person on the PDD against whom the traveller has been matched, The travellerwill not be
shown the photograph of the person on the PDD, This will ensure that falsely matchedtravellersare
not inadvertently given information about persons of interest.

G.

PersonalJnformationTransmission

level of Risk

The personal infonnation is used within a closed system.
No connections to Internet, intra net or any other system. Circulation of hardcopy documents ls
controlled.

The personal information is used in system that has connections to at least one other
system.

Canada Border Servkes Agency
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The personal information

is transferred to a portable device or is printed.

USB key, diskette, laptop computer, any transfer of the personal information to a different
mediurn.

The personal information is transmitted

using wireless technologies.

Details;
Match alerts will be sent wire!essly from the match adjudication officer in the CBSAsurveillance

centre to roving CBSAofficers in the CBSA-controlledareas ofTerminal 3 of PearsonInternational
Airport Match alerts will contain a photo, a short video clip, and biographical information about the
person of interest (name, date of birth, safety warning Ofapplicable}). TM wireless technology used is
most likely to be a commercially-operated cellular communications !ink (Wi0 fl serviceln Terminal 3 is
inadequate for the demonstration).

PrivacyRisk:
The personal information being transmitted on a wireless network may be compromised. Awireless
network 1snecessary for match alerts because the receiving CBSA officer is patromngthe airport and
cannot be reached via a wired connection.

Mitigation:
The CSSAwill ensure that all wireless transmission of data is secure using appropriate encryption
technologies, Any transmission of recordings over wireless. networks must· be done in accordance
with the CBSA'sPolicy on the Use of Wireless Technologies. Wire:lesstransmission of data not In
compliance with these protocols must cease immediately and the wirelesstransmission can only
resume when authorized by local !T and an offida! of the PhysicalSecuritySection of the Securityand
Professional Standards Dlrecforate. A Security Assessment of FOTM, includingwireless alert
transmission, is underway and will be forwarded when lt is complete.

H.

Risk:Impact to the Institution

Managerial harm.

Leve! of Risk

D1

Processes must be reviewed, tools must be changed, change in provider/ partner.

Organizational harm.
Changes to the organizationalstructure, changes to thf' organm,tions decision-making strncture,
changesto the distribution of responslbllities and accountabilities, changes to the prograrn activity
architecture, departure of employees,reJllocation of HR resources.

Financial harm.
Lawsuit, additional moneys required reallocation of fo,anclal resources.

Reputation harm, embarrassment, loss of credibility.
Decreased confidence by the public, el0cted officials under the spotlight, ·1nst1tutionstrategic
outrnme compromised, government priority compromised, impact on the Government of Canada
Outcome ar:ea~.

Oetai!s:
The CBSAhas implemented appropriate controls to safeguardthe privacyof all persons affected by
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FOTM. If the photographs, scene videos,or POD information are compromised or otherwise released
without authority to do so, the CBS.A
may have to review its programs and organizationaI structures to
determine whether deficiencies in those programs and structures contributed to a privacy breach.
Changes to the admissibility determination program and associated organizational structures may be
required to prevent similar future breaches.

PrivacyRisk:
Should records be inadvertently or inappropriately released, this may reflect on deficiencies in the
CBSA1sorganizational structures and its admissibility determination program in terms oftheirabiiity
to properly implement the required privacy controls.

Mitigation:
The CBSAwill take steps as recommended in the accompanying Security Assessment Summary to
ensure that the organization in general and the FOTMprojectin particular fas deployed atTerminal 3
of Pearson International Airport) are briefed and trainedon the proper application ofrequired privacy
controls.Only those employees who require access to records as part offhelr official duties and Who
have a need to view them will be permitted to access them. Such permission
be granted in
writing and all access to records wm be monitored by way ofaccess logs.

wm

I.

RiskImpact to the Individualor Employee

Levelof Risk

Inconvenience.
Reputation harm, ernbarrassrnent.
Financial harm.
Physical harm.
Details:

The inadvertent disclosure of such information without authorizationor to an improper party may
lead to harm to reputation and/or embarrassment. For example,detailssurroundingan individual's
travel induding date, time; and location of arrival may be contained in recordings.

PrivacyRisk:
Should recordings be inadvertently or inappropriately released,there ls a risk that individuals whose
information is contained in those recordings could suffer reputationharm or embarrassmentgiven
the sensitivities surrounding the information that is collectedand the potential impactthe release
could have on those individuals.

Mitigation:
As above, the CBSAwmtake steps to ensure that disclosureof recordingsis only made ln accordance
with the relevant legislation as indicated above. Only those employeeswith a minimum SECRET
security clearance who require access to recordings as part of their official duties and who have a
need to view them will be permitted to access them. Such permissionwmbe grantedin writing and
al! access to recordings wm be rnonitored by way of access logs.
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SECTION 5 -ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL INFORMATION ELEMENTS
Personal Information Elementsand Sub-elements
N.Qltr !denUflcmtion of sub~eiernents; ls n€cessarywhere serisiHvepersona! information Ls.
being collected or whf!re tht type of pn..~gnm1
or actlvlty presents a pott'.rnt\.(;1!
privacy
risk level 2·3-4 in "Section 3 - Risk Identification ami CalegotiNtiod' of the PIA.

,,t

CategoryOf
Personal
Information
Gender, physical
attributes

Personal
Information

Element
Physk:a! image
of traveller
when photo or

scene video is
cJplured,

Personal Information SubElement
• include'; a person's race, ethnic
origin, or colour
• can include information related to
a person's employment {e,g,_,
from employment-related
headwear or clothing)

Format

Purpose/ Necessityof Element

Visua I Image
Recording,
stored as digital

To identify persons known to b,'
inadmissible,

flies

regarding the entry of persons to Canada.

To assist in making admissibility decisions
To ensure the integrity of the immigration
progrnm.

• can include information related to

a person's religrous afiiliat:on
(e.g., from clothing or
acce;;soties)
Gender, physical
attributes, name,
date of birth, safety

warnings

Physical image of

person and

• includes a person's
origin, or colour

race, ethnic

associated details
when information is
collected from
existing sources for

• Name (and possibly known

PDD,

• Safety warnings { such as flight rlsk,
rbk of violence, etcJ

Canada Border Services Agency

aliases)
• Date of birth

Eleclromc
database
entr10s~
including digital
images

To match against live-capture photos to
identify persons inadmissible to t:cinada,
To assist in making admissibility decisions
regarding the entry of persons to Canada,

To ensure the integrity of the immigration
program.
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Biometric
Information

Biometric
Information

• FRalgorithm

Electronic

database
entries,
includ:ing digital

imoges

To match against live-capture photos to
identify persons inadmissible to Canada.
To assist in making admiss'ib1:lity decisions
regarding the entry of persons to Canada.

To ensure the int~grity of the immigration
program.
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SECTION 6 - FLOW OF PERSONAL INFORMATION
Identify the flow of the personal information within and outside the institution's program or activity.

institutions may choose to outline the flow of personal information in the format of their choice.
FR Information Flow Model - Diagrams
The flow of personal information within the FOTM system is depicted using data flow diagrams (DFDs)
on the following pages. There are four types of symbols used in these diagrams:

•
•
•

•

Sharp-cornered rectangle: represents an external entity that provides information to the system
or receives information from it
Round cornered rectangle: represents a process where information inputs are transformed Into
information outputs
Open-ended rectangle: represents a repository where information is stored
Arrow: represents a flow of information

Each shape is labelled to describe its purpose or content
The DFDs are presented as a hierarchical model of the system. The first diagram is a high level overview
of the system, showing the system as a single process exchanging information with various external
entities. The next diagram decomposes that single process into five sub-processes. The following
diagrams decompose four of those sub-processes to a greater :level of detail. The fifth sub-process is
straightforward and requires no further decomposition.
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Figure 2: High-level Data Flow Diagram - Faces on the Move
The Traveller entity in
Figure 2 represents a!! travellers who pass through the international area of Tenn1nal 3 of Pearson
International Airport during the course of the FOTM demonstration. Travellers' faces and actions will be
recorded as part of the main task of demonstrating FR. Travellers {or their representc1tives) may also file
access to information requests or privacycomplaints regardingthe information collectedfrom them,
The Actor entity represents CBSAemployees who volunteer to participate in the FOTM demonstration
to help researchers calibrate the FR technology. We cannot be certain that any travellerson the PDD wm
pass through the airport during the time of the demonstration. Actors are required to help demonstrate
the readiness level of the technology by walking through the airport at known times. Actors' facesand
actions will be recorded, just like those of travellers. In addition, actors will be enrolled into the PDD
through a posed facialphotograph {the "reference face" data flow). Finally, actors will provide
information about each walkthrnugh (time and actor identity). The FRsystemwrninclude actual
photographs of the actors but with accompanying fictitious biographicaldata.
CanadaBorder Services Agency
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The PDD Sources entity represents all entities (external to FOTM) that provide the source data for
constructing the operational PDD (i.e., the entries that do not come from actors). This rs expected to
inc!ude GTAR's existingdatabase of Previously Deported Persons. A!! personal information will be
handled in accordance with existingprocedures and requirements.
The Research Scientist entity representsthose individual:s who wm be analyzing and evaluating the
performance of the FR technology, which will include individuals from the CBSA, Face4 Systems,. and
ETS; however, ET$will not have access to any persona! information (performance metrics only),
The External CBSASystems/ Storageentity represents a CD, USB or similar device that would receive
information related to travellers who have been directly affected by the FOTM demonstration, If the
system and the primary adjudicator match a trave!!er to an entry on the operational PDD, CBSA wm
attempt to locate that traveller within the CBSA-contro!led areas of Terminal 3 of Pearson International
Airport and interact with him or her in accordance with existing procedures. According to current CBSA
policies, the information that led to this interaction with the traveiler must be kept for two years. The
FOTM demonstration is only in operation for a short time., so information that led to action with respect
to a matched traveller will be exported to other CBSAsystemsto be retained for the required period.
Information validated independently by the ln,migration Secondary BSOs may be stored in existingCBSA
systems, but not until an independent identity validation task has been completed.
The ATIP entity represents that branch of the CBSA (Access to Information and Privacy) that will extract
information from the system to respondto traveller n>qu@stsand complaints. The interaction between
ATIP and the traveller is outside the scope of FOTM and is not directly representedin this model:
below decomposes the high-leve! process into five numbered sub-processes,
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The five sub-processes are as follows:
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Manage POD - extract PDO data from external systemsand actors and create PDD entries;
present PDD records to other processes as needed
2, Recognize Faces - record the faces and actions of travellers and actors and identify those that
match entries in the PDD; determine which matches are control (actor) matches and which are
operational {traveller) matches; extract relevant video footage for operational matches
3, Process Matches - humans adjudicate each system-identified match elther in real time or after
the fact; act on adjudicated real-time operational matches; export match data to external
systems when a matched traveller is affected
4. Process Requests & Complaints -find relevant records within the system for any traveller that
submits a request or complaint about the personal information collected from him/her
5. Analyze Performance- evaluate how well the system identified actors; re-run the original
photos while adjusting performance parameters to irnprove the detection rate while minirnizing
the false acceptance and false rejection rates
L

Figure4 below expandsthe PDD process.
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Figure 4: Data Flow Diagram• Manage Previous Deportation

Database (POD)

PDD data will be extracted from an existing CBSAregional database which stores Information and
photos on Previously Deported Persons (process 1.2). The size of the PODwill be Jimited to
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approximately 5,000 :records for the FOTM demcmstration. The primary criterion for selecting records is
that a person has been deported two or more times in the past three years; however, the project win
not include any individual who meets this criterion if the photograph of the individual is not of sufficient
quality to support the FRtechnology.
Each entry in the PDD will contain a photo of the person of interest (taken by CBSA before a prior

deportation), the person's name, date of birth, a FOSSID number {wf1ich links the entry to a record in
the Field Operations Support System (FOSS)2 ), and any warnings associated with the person (such as
safety warnings, threat warnings, health warnings, etc.).
PODdata will be extracted to allow the CBSAto carry out its mandate to detect and Identify persons
who have a record of falling to comply with the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act.

Control POD data, including photos, will be collected directly from actors (CBSAemployees who
volunteer; process 1.1). The control POD will contain information about known individuals who Will, over
the course of the demonstration 1 walk past the cameras to test the performance of the FRtechnology.
These control PDD entries wmbe similar in structure to operational POD entries, but with an extra note
that they are control entries. The control photos will be of real individuaJs, but the biographical
information will be test data.
All PDD entries (operational and control) will be securely stored as per CBSA policies on the stornge of
protected information (refer to Appendix: Comptrol!ership Manual - Security Volume - Chapter 6:
Storage of Sensitive Information and Assets). The data store for PDD entries will be dedicated to the

FOTM demonstration. This data store will not be connected to any other CBSAsystems or progran,s. It is
expected that the PDD entries will be in the form of relational database records, includingthe photo
images.
The systemwill include a capability to allow POD entries to be manually updated or deleted (process
1.3). New PDD entries may be added during the six months of the demonstration on an ad hoc basis.
These ad hoc addltlons will use the same procedures as the initial entries and would include any new
Previously Deported Person who meets the initial selection criteria or nevv actors
Figure 5 on the next page expands the Recognize Faces process.

; FOSSis in the process of being replaced by a new system called the Global Case Management System {GCMS), but
"FOSSID" is stm the term used to reter to specificfiles or cases.
Canada BorderServices Agency
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Figure 5: Data Flow Diagram - Recognize Faces

Travellers and actors will walk through the CBSA-controlled areas ofTerminal 3, Pearson International
Airport, such as the arrivals hafl, the approaches to the PIL booths, the PIL booths themselves, and the
approach to the immigration point. Actors will inform the system when they have performed a
walkthrough (process 2.3). This will likely be by swiping an identification card at a special-pwrpose card
reader. The date and time of the walkthrough and an identifier of the actor will be recorded as
walkthrough data. This information is required to analyze performance and accuracy of the FR
technology. This information will be stored as per CBSApolicies on the storage of protected information
when they are not in use. (Refer to Appendix: Comptrollership Manual- Securitv Volume - Chapter 6:
Storage of Sensitive Information and Assets).
Dedicated project-cameras mounted at selected locations in the CBSA-controlled area of Terminal 3 at
Pearson International Airport will record the faces of people walking through those areas (process 2.1).
Dedicated project video cameras referred to as scene cameras will also record video of the travellers
and actors (process 2.2). All facial photographs and scene video recordings will be securely stored as per
CBSApolicies on the storage of protected information when they are not in use. (Refer to Appendix:
Comptrollership Manual - Security Volume - Chapter 6: Storage of Sensitive Information and Assets.)
Photographs and video will be in the form of electronic media files.
Access to and control of any photography equipment is limited to qualified operators who are
authorized to do so by the manager responsible for Terminal 3 of Pearson International Airport.
Authorization is provided in writing and specifies the purposes for which access and or control is given.
As facial photographs of arriving passengers and of actors are captured, they are compared to the
entries in the PDD (process 2.4).
If the FRsystem identifies a potential match between a live-captured photo and a PDDentry, the FR
system will compare the match with the walkthrough data to determine whether the match is a test
subject from the control group of actors {walkthrough; process 2
AH potential matches that are not
walkthroughs will be deemed oper.ationaL The FRsystem will attach to each preliminary operational
match a video clip taken at the same approximate time and location as the matched face photo (process
2.5). This is to provide additional context for the match, such as
traveller's clothing, location, and
companions.

All facial photographs will be retained until the end of the FOTM project. This is so that the stream of
face photos can be re-run in a lab setting to assess and analyze the performance of the technology. All
facial photographs wmbe securely stored as per CBSApolicies on the storage of protected information
when they are not in use. (Refer to Appendix: Comptrollership Manual - Security Volume - Chapter 6:
Storage of Sensitive Information and Assets). Unused scene video recordings will
deleted 30 days
after creation, in accordance with the CBSA'scurrent policies for video recordings. Video clips that end
up being used to support administrative action against a traveller will be retained
two years from the
date of last administrative use, in accordance with the CBSA's current policies for video recordings.
(Refer to the Policy on the Overt Use of Audio-Video Monitoring and Recording Technology.)
Canada Border ServicesAgency
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Figure6 below expandsthe Process Matches process.
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figure 6: Data Flow Diagram - ProcessMatches

Al! matches, operational and control,will be stored in the FOTM systemand displayedon a monitor in
the Surveillance Centre. High-prnbabl!ity matches wmbe displayedimmediately. Low-probability
matcheswill be reviewed in bu!k at a later time. A CBSAadjudicator(or, in the case of a low-probability
match, a project scientist or technician) will review each potential match on the monitor and decide
whether the match is valid (process 3.1).
The adjudicator records the adjudication decision (true or false match) in the match record in dedicated
application available on a dedicated workstation; and stored on the FR server, The match record will
link a live-capture image with a POD entry, The FH system will indicate whether a match is control or
operational and will link a related video clip to each operational match. The match record will also
contain the adjudicator's decision to accept or reject the match.

lf the match is acceptedby the adjudicator and 1sreal-time and operational {Le., a traveller, not an
actor), the FRsystem will send a notification over a wireless communication channel to one or more
handhe!d devicescarried by roving CBSAofficersin the terminal. The adjudicatorwill also radio a
superintendent to advise the superintendent that a match has been found and to describeverbally the
physical appearance of the person, based on the scene video recording.The rovingofficer will use a
project-specificapplication on the hand held device to access the match record.This allows the roving
CanadaBorder ServicesAgency
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officer to view photos, video, and information about the matched individuaL The roving officer uses this
information to searchfor and intercept the matched individual {process 3.2). If the match is rejected by
the adjudicator or is a controi match (i.e., an actor, not a traveller}, the system takes no further action.

!f the roving CBSAofficer finds the matched individual, the officer wminteract with the individual
following standard CBSAprotocols and procedures.
The CB5Aofficer will use the application on the hand held device to update the match record with the
outcome of the officer's interaction with the matched individual or with the officer's failure to :locate the
matched individuaL Outcomes may include: released, detained, referred to secondary, failed to

intercept
When an operational match results in action being taken with respect to a traveller,such as a referral: to
secondary examination, the match record, including all POD information, live-capture photos, and scene
video, will be exported to secondary storage (CD, USB or similar) in accordance with CBSA policies which
require that any interaction with a traveller (i.e. referring the individual for secondary examination
based on the FR solution)must be kept for two years. The storage device wrnbe kept on the :individual's
file, so that a permanent record of the information that led to the action can be preserved; however,
evidence supporting deportation wmbe limited to the identity validation efforts of the secondarv
immigration BSO. If deportation is the result of the secondary examination, then non-FOTM data,
including video from existing Terminal 3 cameras, will be used to support the deportation proceeding.
Only in rare and extraordinary cases does CBSA envision FOTM data being a supporting piece of
information in a deportation proceeding.

Figure7 below expands the Process Requests & Complaints process.

Canada Border Services Agency
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figure 7: Data Flow Diagram - ProcessRequests& Complaints

!fa traveller makes a formal acces.s-to-lnformatlon request or files a complaintwith respectto the
information gathered by the FOTM system within 30 daysof the creation of a live-capturephoto of the
traveller (process 4.1), designated CBSApersonnel wil! identify and retrieve from the system copiesof
records relevant to that traveller (process4.2). Records could include PDD entries, face photos,video
recordings, and match records. The relevant records wiH be copiedto another storagemedium such as a
USB key or DVD and will be retained (process4.3) for a minimum of two years in accordancewith
subsection 4(1) of the Privacy Regulations. AU photo and PDD data and copieswill be retained in
accordance with the relevant CBSAsecurity policy (CornptrollershipManual - SecurityVolume - Chapter
6: Storage of Sensitive Information and Assets), CBSA'sATIP division wrnhandle the request or
complaint from then on in accordance with its normal policles and practices.ATIP's process is beyond
the scope of this system.
All live-capture photos !whether matched or not}, operational and control PDD entries, match records
{whether acceptedor rejected by an adjudicator}, and actor walkthroughrecords w!!I be retained in
Cmada Border ServicesAgency
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storage until the end of the project. This will allow in-demonstration and post-demonstration analysis of
the FRtechnology's performance. The photo stream may be re-run several times against the PDD in a
lab setting as matching parameters are adjusted to deterrnine the optimal settings for minimizing false
acceptancerates and false rejection rates, The match records, particularly for control subjects (actors},
will be analyzed to assessthe accuracy and effectiveness of the technology. This data wmnot be
disclosed outside the CBSA(although statistics and experimental findingson the technology's readiness
will be summarized in a final report). This use of photos,. the PDD, the match records,and the
walkthrough records is a non-administrative use, A non administrative-use security protocol has been
developed to address proper handling of this information.

All data within the system will be deleted or disposed of after the FOTM project ends. Disposal of all
data wll! be done in accordance with the policyfound in the CBSAComptrollership Manual - Security
Volume, Chapter 8: Disposal of Sensitive Information and Assets.
The photos and related data will be deleted or disposed of two years from the date that the last
administrative action is taken with respect to it. Disposal of a!! data will be done in accordance with the
policy found in the CBSAComptrol!ership Manual - Security Volume, Chapter 8: Disposal of Sensitive
Information and Assets,
All recordings and copieswill be retained in accordance with the relevant CBSAsecurity policy
{Comptrollership Manual -Security Volume -Chapter 6: Storage of Sensitive Information and Assets).
Example of a Data flow Model - Table

Source of the personaI information for the prograrn or activity
From whom or from what organizationis the personal information collected?In other words, identify
who is providing the personal information that is being used, will be used or available for use for the
program or activity. There may be more than one source, indicate aJIsources:
IDENTIFY
THESOURCE

SOURCE
The individual or a representative

Only the ind1viduaL

A federal government institution (identify from what
PIB the information is obtained)

Overt Audio-Video Surveillance (CBSAPPU 1104}
CBSARemovals Program(CBSAPPU 1301)

Non-federal institutions
Provincial Government

N/A

Municip0I Government

N/A

AboriginalGovernment/ Council

N/A

Organizationof a Foreign State

N/A

International Organization

N/A

----

Priv,ateSector
located in Canada and Canadian Owned

Canada Border ServicesAgency

N/A
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SOURCE
Located in Canada and ForeignOwned

N/A

Located abroad and Canadian Owned

N/A

Located abroad and ForeignOwned

N/A

.............................................................................................................................

Internal Use and Disclosure
Where will that information circulate within the federal government instrtution? This must identify any
related programs or activities and personalinformation banks as identified in the institution's Info

Source chapter,
Program

Personal information

Ports of entry

CBSA PPU 1104; CBSA PPU 1301

Investigations

CBSA PPU 026

fntelligence___

N/A

Inland Enforcement

CBSA PPU 020, CBSA PPU 026, CBSA PPU 1301

bank

External Use and Disclosure
Where will that information circulate outside of the federal government institution? This includes any
d1sclosure made to:
The individual or a

An individual or his/her representative rnay make an AT!P request with
respect to his/her information,

A federal government

Records may be disclosed withm CBSAfor the purpose of enforcing
'!0dera! legislation.

institution

Non-federal lnstitutions and private sector
Provincial Government

N/A

MunicipalGovernment

N/A

Aboriginal Government/
Council

N/A

Organization of a Foreign

N/A

State
International
Organization

N/A

located in Canada and

Records will be disdosed to Face4 Systems,a private-sector
orga11ization th&t will assist the CBSA in analyzing and evaluating the FR
technology dtiring the project Face4 will work with CBSA ISTB
personnel to re-run the live-capturephotosagainstthe PDD and

CanacHanOwned

C,mada Border Services Agency
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compile statistical inform<1tion about true matches,. false acceptances,
and fals,i rf:!jections. They will modify system parameters that govern
the matching processes to attempt to lower the false acceptance and
false rejection rates as much as possible_Such disclosures will be made
only for the purpose of assessingthe performance of the technology.
Such disclosures wm only be made in accordance with the relevant
legislativeprovisionsand within the bounds of a dearly articulated

contract
Note: ETSwll! not have access to personal information but will have
access to derived information (scoresof matches), They have no access
to any of the march data, FOSSID, photos, etcLocated in Canada and
Foreign Owned

N/A

Located abroad and
Canadian Owned

N/A

Located abroad and

N/A

ForeignOwned

Retention I Storage
Where will the information be stored or retained {identify all organizations that wil:I store the
information - this includes duplicates of the databases containing the persona:!information or any backups):
A federal government institution within the CBSA

Records will be stored at the location where they are made, The records

will be housed on secure servers and in secure storage with access controls,
When the live demonstr3tlon phase of the project is complete, all
computing equipment, including storage devices and the records stored on
them, will be moved to the CBSA's Sdence and Technologylab in Ottawa.
The records will continue to be housed on the secure servers and in secure
storage vvlthaccess controls.
in aH cases where storage devices are used, they wii! be required to meet
baseline physical sewrity requirements based on the level of sens1t1vity
of
information gathered as per CBSASecurityVolumes, depending on the
(ecmding medium,
In cases where FOIM result, in action being taken \Vith respect lo a
matched traveller., relevant records wmbe exported to alternate systems or
storage within C8SA Al! such storage will comply with al! securityand
privacy requirements.

Records wi!! not be disdosed to other federal government institutlons
All personal information collected and held by the CBSAduring this project
will be deleted or disposedot at the end of the project in accordance with
CBSApolicies and procedures.
A Federal Records Center

Canada Border Services Agency

N/A
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Non federal institutions and private sector

L

Provincial Government

N/A

2.

Municipal Government

N/A

AboriginalGovernment/

N/A

Council

Organization of a Foreign

N/A

State
International
Organization

N/A

Private Sector
3.

Located in Canada and
Canadian Owned

N/A

Located in Canada and Foreign
Owned

N/A

Located abroad and
Canadian Owned

N/A

Located abroad and
Foreign Owned

N/A

Other Possible Considerations
Identify the areas, groups and individuals who access and handle the personalinformation:
Identify the areas/ groups/ divisions who are allowed to access and handle the personal information
collected for the program or activity. Also, identify where these areas or groups are located (i.e. national
capital region, within a province, in a foreign country, or sever a! locations if teleworking) as well as the
location of the personal information to uncover any potential trans-border or inter-jurisdictional issues.
When reasonable to do so, by virtue of the size of the organization or the number of individuals, identify
individual positions rather than the work area or group.
Federal government Institution responsible for program or activity: Canada Border ServicesAgency
Identify Groups
or Areas/ or
Divisions
Ports of entry

Inland
Enforcement
Division

Positions who have access or
use the personal information
(where appropriat_e)~-Chiefs,Supervisors
and select
Border Service Officers have
access as part of their official
duties.
Chiefs, Supervisors and
Investigation Officers have
access as part of their official
duties.

Canada Border Services Agency

Geographical Location

The CBSAwill deploy this system at the intcmztiona!
zrrivals hall and related ureas at Pearson International
Airport, Terminal 3,
The CBSAwll! deploy this system at the international
amvals hall and related areas at Pearson International
Airport, Terminai 3,
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Research scientists

The CBSAwill move the system and all its data to the
Science and Technology Lab in Ottawa for postdemonstration

Other federal government Institution responsiblefor program or activity:(one table per institution):

N/A
Non Federal lnstituUon or Private Sector: Face4 Systems:(one table per institution)
Face4
Systems

Technicians, technologists,
system analysts,
developers

Canada Border Services Agency

Face4 Systems will manage the system remotely
frorn the CBSAScience and Technology Lab in
Ottawa. They will also conduct postdemonstration
analysisof the system and the data it collected, also
at the CBSA'sOttawa lab.
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SECTION 7 - PRIVACY COMPLIANCE ANALYSIS
legal Authority for Collectionof PersonalInformation
Has a legal authority been identified for the, collection of personal .information for this program or
activity?
Statutory reference: Section 4 of Priva yAct (Section 4 has been interpreted to mean that a legal
authority must be established for a collection of personal information, but section 4 does not provide
legal authorityfor such o collection).

Policyreference: Section 6.2.6 of Directive on Privacy Practices

Yes
1.1

[g]

Please specifythe legal authority and briefly explain its connection to the program or activity
or how it permits the collection of the personal information:

Immigration and Refugee Protection Act, paragraphs 15{1), 16(1), 16(1.1}, 16(2),
16(2)(a), 16(2)(b), 16(2.1), 16(3), 18(1), and 18(2}
If legalauthority is unclear consult your LegalService to determine authority for the program or activity.

The CBSA's demonstration of FR is directly related to the cited paragraphsof the
IRPA,which require all persons seekingentry to Canada to subrnit to an examinat1on
of their persons and documents. These paragraphs also allow for the presentation of
photographic evidence of an applicant's identity.

immigration and Refugee Protection Regulations, paragraphs28, 28(a), 28(b), 28(c),
and 28(d)
The cited regulations clarify that any person seekingto enter Canada is making an
application under the terms of paragraphs 15 and 16 of the !RPA.
1.2

[g]

AND, ensure that the legal authority to collect the personal information is dted in the
relevant PIB and in "Section t - Overview and PIA Initiation" of the PIA

- .,.Continue

to Question 2

No
1.3

D

If there is no legal authority for the collection of personal information,it cannot be collected.
Please consult your institution's legal advisors to determine if there is authority to proceed
with the program or activity.

Necessityto Collect PersonalInformation

----

Is each element and sub-element of personal information collected or to be collected necessary to
administer the program or activity?
Statutory reference: Section 4 of f?!iv~
Policy reference: Sections 6.L1, 6.1.3, 6.1.4, 5.2.7 and 6.2J3 of Directive on Privacv Practices
YES
Ensure that all personal information
in the relevant P!B.
Canada Border ServicesAgency

necessary to administer the program or activity is listed
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[Z] AND, implement

L2

controls and procedures to ensure the institution does not collect more
personal information than is necessary for the identified program or activity and that a
continuing need exists for that information or its collection.
➔

Continue to Question 3

NO
2.3

0

Review the proposed elements and sub-elements of persona,! information outlined in
"Section 3 -Analysis of Personal Information Elements" to identify those that are 11necessary"
and not merely useful. Document any changes.

~----~
I Authority for the Collection, Use or Disclosureof the Social Insurance Number
.................................................................
Is the collection of the Social Insurance Number (SIN) necessary to administer the program or
activity?
Statutory reference: Section 4 of Priva y Act

Policy reference: Section 6.2.13 of Policy on Privacy Protection and sections 6.1.1 and 6,2 to 6.4 of

Directive on Socialinsurance Number
Also see "Guidance for Preparing Information-Sharing agreements lnvolvingey,rsona! Information''
and "Takinf, Priva y into Ace unt Before making Contracting D isions"

YES
3.1

0

3.2

D

Collectlon of the SIN must be in compliance with the Directive on Socia! Insurance Number
(please check all appropriate boxes below):
State legal authority for collecting the SIN:

OR, in the absence of a legal authority to collect the SIN:

D
3.4 D
33

Establish explicit authority through legislative amendment(s).
Establish legal authority as outlined in the Directive on Socia! insurance Number.

AND, if disclosure of the SIN by the institution is to occur on a routine or systematic basis
3.4.1

D

3.4.2

0

35

0

to another federal institution that is authorized to collect lt, or to another level of
government, establishan agreement or arrangement that includes specificprovisionsto
limit the use of the S!N.
to a contractor or other external service provider, establish a contract that includes
specific provisions to limit the use of the SIN.

AND.,ensure that the relevant P!B for the program or activity states the authority under
whkh the SINls collected and the purpose for which it is used.
➔ Continue

to Question 4

NO
3J5

[Z] The SIN is not

necessary and it will not be collected, used or disclosed to administer the
program or activity.
➔ Continue

to Question

Canada Border Services Agency
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Direct Collection - Notification and Consent (as appropriate)

Is personal information collected directly from the individual to whom it relates?
Statutory reference: Sections 4 and 5 of PrivacyAct
Policyreference:Sections 6.Ll, 6.2.6 and 6 ..2.9 to 6.2..13 of Directiveon Priva<;!L
Practicesand section
6.L2 and 5A.1 of Directive on Socio! Insurance Number
YES
4.1

rgJA "PrivacyNotice" (adapted

for either verbal or written communications) rnust be prnvided
to the individual at the time of collection and it must notify the individual of any of the
following elements that apply (please check all appropriate boxes):

[8;]a)
[gJ b)

D
D

The purpose and authority for the collection

Anyuses or disdosures that are consistent with the original purpose.

c) Any uses or disclosures that are not related to the original purpose
d) Any legal or administrative consequences for refusing to provide the personal
information

D

e} That the nindividual to whom the information relates" has rights of access to ..
correction of and protectionof personal information under the Privacy Act.

D
D

f) A reference to the PIB for the program or activity
g) Why the SIN is collected,how it will be used and the consequence of not providing it.

AND, add a "Consent Statement" to the "Privacy Notice" as appropriate, if the persona I
information is to be used or disclosed for a purpose other than the original purpose or a
consistent use, QI, to authorize indirect collection of personalinformation.

4.2

D

The "Consent Statement" must include, as applicable, the following elements (please check

all appropriate boxes):

D
D

a} The purpose of the consent and the specificpersonalinformation involved.

D

cl Uses and disclosures

D
D
4.3

D

b) In the case of indirect collections, the sources that will be asked to provide the
information.
that are not consistentwith the original purpose of the
collection and for which consent ls being sought.

d) Any consequences that may result from withholding consent.

e) Any alternatives to providing consent

AND, !mplement controls and procedures to ensure that the institution keeps a record
documenting whether or not an individual provided consent when it was sought, including a
record documenting any withdrawal of consent when applicable.
➔ Continue

to Question 5

NO

4.4

D

The personal information necessary for the program or activity is not collected directly from
the individual. It is collected indirectly, for examplE\ from another program within the
institution, or from another institution, government or third party.

- ->Continue to Question 5

Canada Border Services Agency
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Indirect Collection* Consent or Authority under Sec. 10 of Privacy Regulations

Is personal information collected indirectly from another source with the informed consent of the
individual to whom it relates, or from a person authorized to act on behalf of the individual
pursuant to section 1.0 of the Privoc'!r Regulations?
Statutory reference: Sections 4 and 5 of Priyaey Act and section 10 of Privacy Regulations

Polley reference: Sections6.1.1, 6.2.6 and 6.2.9 to 6.2.13 of Directive on PrivacvPracticesand.sections
6.1.2 and 6.4.1 of the Directive on Social Insurance Number

YES
5.1

D

52

D

53

D

f,...,_n,

The notice and consent requirements stated at Question 4 apply, Please review the required
elements listed under "YES"at Question 4 and check the corresponding boxes below to
indicate the elements that need to be included in the "PrivacyNotice" or the "Consent
Statement1'{check all that apply):

PrivacyNotice

a)O

b}O

c)O

d)0

e)O

Consent Statement

a)O

b)O

c)O

d)0

e)O

f)0

g)O

AND, implement controls and procedures to ensure the institution keeps a record
documenting whether or not an individual provided consent when it was sought, including a
record documenting any withdrawal of consent when applicable.

AND, if information is being collected from persons authorized to act on behalf of minors,
incompetents or individuals who have been deceased for less than 20 years, implement
appropriate mechanisms to ensure that such persons are authorized to act on behalf of
individuals who do not have the capacity to provide consent.
➔

Continue to Question 6

NO

5.4 ~ ➔ Continue to QuesVon 6
Indirect Collection.~Without Notification and Consent

is personal Information collected from another source without notice to or consent from the
individual to whom the information relates?
Statutory reference: Sections 4, 5, 7 and 8 of Privo y Act and section JO of Privacy Regulations
Policy reference: Secticms 6.2J3 and 6,2.9 to 6.2.13 of Directive on Privocv Practices, section 6.2.15 of
tho Policy on Privacy Protection and sections 63,2 and 63,3 of Directive on Privacy impact Assessment

YES

6.1

cg] Where

information

is collected indirectly under any of the following cin:::umstances without

notice to, or consent from, the individual to whom it relates, please check the applicable
boxes and explain as requested:

[>ga)

The collection is a result of a d1sdosure to the institution under subsection 8(2) of the
Privacy Act State the applicable parr:igraph(s) of subsection 8(2) and providea brief
explanation for each:
The CBSAwmdisdose previously co!Jected information to populate the PDD as
permitted by 8(2)(a) of the Privacy Act. The PDQ i5,usedfor a,purpose C()mistent\;\fith
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the original collection,namely enforcingcomptiancewith sections 15(1), 16(1),
16(1.1}, 16{2), 16(2)(a), 16(2)(b), 16(2.1), 16(3), 18(1) .. and 18(2) of the Immigration
and Refugee Protection Act and sections 28, 28(a), 28(b), 28(c), and 28(d) of the
Immigration and Refugee Protection Regulations.

[8Jb)

Direct notification of the individual might result in the collection of inaccurate
information, or might defeat the purpose or prejudice the use for which the
information is collected. Briefly explain why notice is not provided
If previously deported persons become aware that their faces are being
photographed specifically for FR and that this is occurring only at Terminal 3 of
Pearson International Airport, those persons may arrange to arrive at a different POE
to avoid the FR or they may try to defeat the technology through head position,hats.,

glasses, etc.

D c)

The information involved in the prograrn or activity is to be used solelyfor a nonadministrative purpose in which no decisions are made about the individuals to
whom the information relates.

6.2 ~ AND, if any of the circumstanc:r!s in a) b) or c) is applicable, ensure that it is reflected in the
relevant PIB,

6.3

D

AND, if the information is to be used so!e!y for a non-administrative purpose (box c above has
been checked}, ensure that the requirements under sectrons 63.2 and 6.33 of the Directive

on Privacy Impact Assessment have been met, and that the decision of the official
responsible for section 10 of the PrivacyAct to proceed with a PIA for the program or activity
has been adequately documented in the description of the program or activity !n "Section I Overview and PIA Initiation" of the PIA.

6.4

0

OR, if none of the circumstances in a) b) or c) 1sapplicable,then the personalinformation
must be co!!ected directly from the individual, or indirectlywith the consent of the
individual. Please review the responses to Questions 4 and 5 and ensure that the "Privacy
Notice" or the "Consent Statement" indudes all of the required elements listed under ''YES"
at Question 4,
➔ Continue

to Question 7

NO
6.5

D

All personalinformation is collected directly from the individualto whom it relates,or from
another source with notice to, or consent from, the individual or a person authorizedto act
on beha!f of the individual {see Questions 4 and 5 above),
➔

Continue to Question 7

Retention and Disposalof PersonalInformation

Has Library and Archives Canada approved a records retention and disposal schedule that applies
to the personal information?
Statutory reference: Section 12 of Libra y and Archives Canado Act, sections 6, 10 and 11 of Privacy
I.let and section 4 of Privacy Regulations

Policy reference: Sections 6.L3, 6.2.11 to tL2.13 and 6.2.23 of Directive on Privacv Practices
YES
7.1

lZJPlease identify

the Record Disposition

Canada BorderServicesAgency
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disposal schedule:
For any record considered to be a transitory record, the RDA is MIDA90/000: transitory
records will be retained until the end of the project and will be destroyed within 15 days of
the expiration of th<,t retention period,

Recordingsof FRactivity that arc used to obtain or provide information or to investigatean

allegationor complaint,or used as evidence in respectof an identifiable individual shall be
kept for the longer of two (2) years following the date of their creation, or following the date
of their last use in an administrative action as information or as evidence in respect of that
person.

A RDA has been requested from Library and Archives Canadafor all recordswhich are not
considered to be transitory. The request has not yet been approved; however it is the
intention of the CBSAto retain these records in accordance with paragraph 4/lHa} of the
PrivacyRegulations, for a minimum of tvvo years from the date of their creation.

7.2 ~ AND, implement controls and procedures to ensure that personal information used to make a
decision that directly affects an individual will be retained for a minimurn of two years after
the last administrative action or, where a request for access to the information has been
received,until such time as the individual has had the opportunity to exercise al! his/her
rights under the Act)

7 .3

D AND, if the institution

intends to dispose of personal information that has been tised for an
administrative purpose prior to the expiration of the two-year minimum retention standard
established by the PrivacyRegulations, it must obtain the consent of the individual to whom
the information relates before doing so.

7.4 ~ AND, the institution must cite the RDA number, the retention period and the disposition
standards for the personal information in the relevant PJB.
➔

Continueto Question 8

NO
7.5 ~ Provide a Records Disposition Submission to Library and Archives Canada describingthe
records containing the personal information for which the institution requires a RDA.
The CBSA has requested a RDA for all audio-video records
transitory.

that are not considered to be

7.6 ~ AND, obtain a RDA from Library and Archives Canada to allow the institution, under certain
conditions, to dispose of records that no longer have operational utHity for the program or
activity.
7.7 ~ AND, ensure that aH the other applicable requirements listed under "YES" at Question 7 are
met.

> Continue to

Question 8

Accuracy of Personal Information

Will measures be adopted to ensure that personal information used by the institution for cm
administrative purpose is as accurate, up-to-date and complete as possible?
Statutory reference: Sections 6, 10 and 11 ot Privacy AC( and sections 10 and 1t of Privacy Re zu{ati m
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Policy reference: sections 6.1.1 and 6.2.9 to 6 216 of Directive on Privacv Practices

YES
Kl

[8JPlease check any of the

following measures that wi!! be adopted to ensure accuracy of the
personalinformation am:I provide details as requested:

8.1.1

k8'JPersonal information

will be collected dlrectly from the individual to whom it relates or it
will be validated with the individual or a person authorized to act on behalf of the
individual,

8.L2

D

8.1.3

[Zl In cases where

A data-matching process will be used to verify the accuracy of personal information
againsta "reliable source" (within or outside the institution) where this is authorized, or
where consent was obtained. Please briefly describe the data-matching process and the
source(s)that will be used to ensure accuracy of the inforrnation:

direct collection or consent is not feasible, the institution will obtain
lnformation from trusted sources (public or private) and verify accuracy against existing
personal information before use. Please identify the sources and proceduresto be used
to check the accuracy of the information:
lnformat1on for the PODwill be collected frorn existing CBSAsources, which are deemed
to be accurateat the time of collection.

8.1.4

D

8.1.S

D

8.2

Technological methods will be used to identify errors and discrepancies. Please briefly
describe these technological methods:

Other - p!ease specify:

[8] AND.,if measures

are adopted other than "directcollection or validation with the individualor
with a person authorized to act on behalf of the individual", the institution must implement

appropriate controls and procedures to ensure that:

a) the technique(s} and the specific source(s) used to validate or update the personal
information are documented;
b) individuals are given the opportunity, whenever possible,to request correction of any
inaccurate persona! information before the information is used in a decision-making
process that affects them;

c) personalinformation can only be modified or corrected by those within the institution
who have the authority to do so; and
d) when personal information is corrected or annotated, other authorized holders of the
inforrnation are notified about the correction or annotation and that a!! copiesof the
information in the possession of the institution are corrected/ annotated.
CanadaBorder Services Agency
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AND, if appropriate, ensure that the "Privacy Notice" or "Consent Statement" and the
relevant PlB are amended to identify the data-matching activity including the source(s).

8.3

➔

Continue to Question 9

NO
8,4

D

Please explain why such measures will not be adopted:

➔ Continue

to next Question9

Use of Personal Information

·.·.·.····.·.·.·.··.... ·.·.·.·.·.····.·················

Will the personal information collected for the program or activity be used solely/or the original
purpose for which it was obtained or compiled, a use consistent with that purpose, or a purpose/or
whichthe information was disclosed to the institution pursuant to subsection 8(2) of the Privacy
Act?
Statutory reference: Sections S and 7 to 11 of Privacy Act

Policyreference:Sections 6.1.1, 6.1.9 1 62.9 to 6.2.13 and 6.2.17 of Directive on Privacy Practices,
section 6.2.15 of Policy on Privacy Protection and Section IVof.Appendix C of Directive on Privacy
Impact Assessment

YES
9.1

Implement controls and procedures to ensure that access to the personal information for
such purposes will be limited to authorized individuals who need to know the information to
perform their official duties

9.2

[2l

AND, ensure that the "Data Flow Diagram" or "Data Flow Tabres" completed for "Section IVFlow of Personal fnformation" of the PIA identify the areas, groups and individuals (e.g., the
positions) within the institution who have a need-to-know to access to or handle the
personal information, including their geographical location and where the personal
information will be stored or retained.

9.3

!2]

AND, if the purposes for which the personal information is used includes any
of the
information for a non-administrative purpose, {such as research, statistica!, audit and
evaluation purposes) the institution will adhere to the requirements and principles in its
"PrivacyProtocol For Non-Administrative Purposes", in accordance with section 6.2.15 of
the Po/jcy on Privacy Protection, to address any impact that such non-administrative uses
may have on privacy.
➔

Continue to Question 10

NO
9.4

D

9.5

D

Identify below any other uses of the personal information,. in other words, any routine uses
that are not directly related to the purpose of the collection, or, which are not consistent
with that purpose or for which the information was disclosed to the institution pursuant to
subsection 8(2) of the Privacy Act:

AND, ensure that these other uses are reflected 1nthe relevant PIB
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9:6 □ AND, include a description of these other uses in the "Privacy Notice'' or ''Consent
Statement", as appropriate,

D

AND, ensure the all the other applicable requirements listed under "YES''at Question 9 are

met
➔

Continue to Question 10

DisclosuresDirectly Related to the Administration of the Program or Activity

Will personal information be disclosed far purposes directly related to the administration of the
program or activity?
Statutory reference: Sections 5 and 8 to 11 of Pr'va y Act.
Policy reference: Sections 6.2.10, 6.2X1 and 6,2.13 of Policy
on PrivacyProtection,sections. 6.2.1 to
6.2 3 of Directive on Social Insurance Number sections 6.19, 6.2.9 to 6.2.13 and 6.2.15 to 6.2.20 of
Directive on Privacy Practices and section IV of Appendix "C'' of Directive on Privacy Impact

Assessment )
Alsosee "Guidance for Preparing Information Sharing~greements Involving Persona! Information"
and "Iakmg Privacy into Account Before making Contracting Densions

YES

10.1

IZ] Please

10.1.1

check all applicableboxes below and, for each dtsdosure, identify the name of the
organization or third party to which personal information will be disclosed. If it is disclosed
within the institution, pleaseidentify the branch and the program or activity,

t2J Within

the institution

for another

program or activity - specify

!ED

10.1.2

D

Other federal government institutions - specify

10.1.3

D

Provincial, territorial

10,1.4

D

Foreigngovernment institutions and entitles thereof - specify

10.1.5

D

International organizations - specify

or municipal governments institutions-

specify

10.1.6 ~ The private sector {e.g., contractor or other external service provider)- specify
•

10.1.7

D

Face4 Systems, a contractor that is assisting fn the deployment, management,
maintenance, and post-demonstration a nafysisof the system.

Other - specify
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AND, ensure that:
a)

any such disclosure is made in compliance with section 8 of the PrivacyAct, which aHows
disclosures of personal information with consent of the individual to whom the
information relates (subsection 8(1)) or without consent in certain and l:imited
circumstances pursuant to subsection 8{2) of the Act;

b}

on!y personal information elements that are necessary for the intended purpose are
disclosed;

c)

the organization or third party receiving the personal information is authorized to do so;

d)

administrative, physical and technical safeguards appropriate to the sensitivity of the
information will be applied to protect the information during and after its transmission
(see Question 15);

e)

the organization or third party to which the personal information will be disclosed for the
administration of the program or activity are identified in the "Cons:istent Use" section in
the relevant PlB in Info Source, including the specific purpose of the disclosure;

f)

the "Privacy Notice" or "Consent Statement" describes any disclosures of information;
and,

g)

the "Data Flow Diagram" or "Data Flow Tables" completed in "Section IV- Flow of
Personal Information" of the PIA include details on the disclosed personal information:

10.3 IS:J
AND, any disclosure of personal information to another federal institution or outside the
Government of Canada is governed by a formal agreement or arrangement (e.g., a
Memorandum of Understanding, an accord, a contractual arrangement, etc) to ensure that
appropriate privacy protection clauses are included, and, where applicable, include provisions
for inter-jurisdictional or trans•border flows of personal information. Such clauses must cover
the following topics:
a) Control over personal information, where appropriate.
b) limitations on the collection, retention, use and disclosure of persona! information.
cl

Measures (administrative, technical and physical) to protect the integrity and
confidentiality of personal information.

d} Measures governing the disposition of the persona! information,. where relevant
e)

Measures to ensure or verify that the personal information is only used for the purposes
related to the agreement, arrangement or contract

f)

Obligations are to be extended to other parties such as subcontractors.

➔ Continue

to Question 11

NO
10.4

D There is no disclosure of personal information

within or outside the institution for purposes
that a re directly related to the administration of the program or activity.
➔

Continue to Question 11
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Accountingfor New Usesor DisclosuresNot Reported in Info Source

Will controls and procedures be implemented to account for any new use or disclosure of the
personal information that is not included in the relevant PIBpublished in Info Source?
Statutory reference: Sections7 to 11 of PrivacvAct and section4 of Privacy Regulations

Policyreference: Sections 6.1.9 and 6.2.2 of Directive on Privacy Practices
YES

11.1

1:8]Appropriate

controls and procedures have been or will be implemented to ensure that:

a) the head of the institution or the appropriate delegate is notified about any new use or
disclosure of personal information that is not reflected in the PIB description published in
Info Source;

b} the consent of the individual to whom the information relates is obtained in writing, as
appropriate, prior to any new use of the information for an administrative purpose that
is not reflected in the relevant P!B published in Info Source, unless the new use ls
considered to be consistent with the purpose for which the personal information was
obtained or complied and the Privacy Commissioner is notified forthwith regarding the
new consistent use;
c) except as permitted under subsection 8(2) of the Privacy Act, any disdosure of personal
information for a purpose that is not reflected in the relevant PIB published in Info
Source will only be made with the consent of the individual to whom the information
relates;
d) a record is kept for any new use or disclosure of personal information not described in
the relevant PIB published in Info Source, and that this record is stored with the personal
information to which it relates and retained for a minimum period of two years foHowlng
such a use or disclosure
e) if the information is disclosed to a federal investigative body under paragraph 8(2)(e) of
the PrivacyAct, the record of disclosure will be
in a separate P!B for a period of two
years where it will be available to the Privacy Commissioner for review upon request;
f)

the Privacy Commissioner is notified forthwith, as required under subsection 9(4) of the
Act, of any new use or disclosure that is consistent with the purpose for which the
information was obtained or complied, but which is not reflected in the relevant PfB
published in Info Source;

g} the relevant P!B is amended in time for the next edition of Info Source to include any new
use(s) or disdosure(s) that are consistent with the purpose for which the information
was obtained or compiled, as weH as any routine use(s} or disdosure(s) that do not fall
within the categories of purpose of collection or consistent use; and
h) the Privacy Commissioner is notified prior to or forthwith, as required under subsection
8(5) of the Act, about any disclosures made or to be made in the pub!lc interest or in the
interest of the individual to whom the information relates.
i)

Other, speclfy
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➔ Continueto

PIA

Question12

NO
11.2

D

Please explain why such controls and procedures
justification):

➔

Continue

to Question

wmnot

be implemented (provide adequate

.12

Safeguards - Statement of Sensitivity
-~---

Has o Statement of Sensitivity (SoSJor similar analysis been completed to assess the degree of
sensitivity of the personal information to be collected and retained/or the program or activity?
Statutory reference: Sections 7 and 8 of Privacy Act.
Policyreference: Appendix C of Directive on Privacv Impact Assessment and sections 6.2.17 to 6.2.21
of Directive on Privacy Practices, Policv on Government Security, Operational Security Standard:
Manaaement oftnformation Tecfmoloqv Security (MITS)
YES

12.1 ~ The information contained in the SoS or similar analysis has been taken into account vsihen
assessing the level of risks to privacy in "Section 2 - Risk Area Identification and
Categorization" of the PIA.
➔

Continue to Question 13

NO
12.2

D

Please explain why a Sos or simHar analysis was not considered necessary to assess the
sensitivity of the information.

➔

Continue to Question 13

Safeguards- Threat and RiskAssessment
','''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

Has a Threat and Risk Assessment (TRA}or a similar security assessment been completed for the
program or activity?
Statutory reference: Sections 7 and 8 of Privacy Act.
Policyreference: Appendix C of Directive an Privacy Impact Assessment and sections 6.2.17 to 62.21
of Di
·
··
·
·
ment Securi Operational Security Standard:
Man
r'.{M/TS/

YES
13.1

D

Reference the title of the TRA or other securitv assessment in "Section VII - Supplementary
Documents List- and provide a brief synopsis of the assessment in the space below:
11

13.2

D

AND, obtain assurances from the officials responsible for the program or activity that the
measures recommended in the assessment have been implemented to ensure the
confidentiality, availability and integrity ofthe personal information,
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0
➔

PIA

AND, ensure that any residual rlsks to personal information are known and accepted by the
executive or senior official responsiblefor the program or activity and the Head or delegated
authorfty for the Privacy AcL
Continue to Question 14

NO
13.4 [2JIf a TRA or similar securityassessment is underway, sirnp'lyreference that fact in the space
below and indicate when it ls likely to be completed. If there is no intent to complete one,
please explain.
A SecurityAssessment is underway, It cannot be completed until the system design is
finalized. Initial review of the in·progress design is that this is generally a low-risk
system, mainly because it is not connected to any other CBSAsystems and because :it
wmexist for only a limited time. Internet connecti1,1,ityfor remote management is
noted and identified as a concern. The final design will include a VPN to protect this
interface.
➔

Continue to Question 14

Safeguards- Administrative,Physicaland Technical
Please identify below any administrative, physical and technical safeguards in place, or to be
implemented, for this program or activity to ensure the confidentiality, availability and integrity of
the personal information.
Statutory reference: Sections7 and 8 of PrfvocvAct
Policy reference: Appendix C of Directiveon PrivacyImpact Assessment and sections 6.2 .17 to 6.2.21
of Directive on Privacv Practices, Policy on Government Securltv,Op rationol SecuritJ,Standard:
Management of lnformotion TechnologyS~.£Y.!Fll/v1.IT$,l

Please check all that apply, including safeguards identified by the TRA or similar security
assessment.
14.1 Administrative safeguards

~ Internal security and privacy policies and procedures
~ Staff training on privacy and the protection of personalinformation

[8'JScreeningand

security checks of employees

~ Appropriate security levels for employees who

wrnhave access to

personalinformation

[g] Contingency

plans and documented procedures in place to identify and respondto
sewrity and privacy breaches

D

Regularmonitoring of users' security practices

C8JMethods

to ensure that on!y authorized personnel who need to know have access to
personal information

D Other -

please describe

14,2 Physical safeguards
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[8JRestricted

0

PIA

access areas

Security guards

C8;lIdentification

badges are worn by staff at all times

C2;J
After hours alarms and monitoring systems
~ Locked filing cabinets

0

Combination locks

C8;lSafes

D

Cipher locks

~ Keycards
~ Video surveillance (dosed-circuit te!evision)

L8]Secured

D
D

server locations

Backupssecured off-site
Other - please describe

14.3 Technical safeguards

L8] Role-baseduser authorizationand authentication

D
0
D

Biometrics
Passwords (minimum of 6 characters long, include alpha and numeric characters)
Passwords are changedby users every 90 days and recentlyused passwordscannot be

re-used)

D
0

Password protected screensavers
Session-time out security !automatically iocks an account after a session has been idle
for a specified amount of time)

~ Firewalls

0

Intrusion Detection System (IDS)

~ Virtual Private Network (VPN)

~ Encryptionof sensitive information

D
D

Government of Canada Public Key Infrastructure

External Certificate Authority (CA}

[BJAudit

trails

D

Other - please describe

➔

Continue to Question 15

Certificates (PKI)
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Technologyand Privacy - TrackingTechnologies

Will the information system(s) used to deliver the program or activity employ cookies or other
tracking technologies to collect personal information about users and their transactions?
Statutory reference: Sections 4 to 10 of the Priva<;~A<;t
and section 4 of ErL\la~
Policy reference: Subsections 6. L 1, 6.1.3, 6.1.9, 6.2.9 to 6.2.13, 6.2.17 and 6.2.23 of

Directiveon

Pr'va y Practices

YES

D

15,1

The specifictracking technologies to be used is adequate!y described under Part F:
Technology and Privacy of ''Section II- Risk Area tdentification and Categorization" of the

PIA;

D

AND, the collection of any personal information usingsuch technologiesis reflected in the
relevant PIS and in "Section l!J-Analysis of Personal Information Elements" of the PIA;

15.2.
15.3

D

AND, the use of such technologies to collect information about users and their transactions
is adequately reflected in the "Privacy Notice";

15.4

D

AND, those responsible for implementing and using tracking technologies to collect personal
information or who may have access to personal information collected through these
methods are made aware of privacyand security policy requirements;

15.5

D

AND, where personal information collected through such tracking technologies is used to
make a decision that directly affects the individual to whom the information relates, it will be
retained for a minimum of two years after the last administrative action as required under

the~.
➔

Continue to Question 16

NO
15.6 ~ Trackingtechnologies are not used to collect personal information

about users.

• >Continue to Question 16
Technology and Privacy~ Surveillance or Monitoring

Will the new or modified program or activity result in new or increased surveillance or monitoring of
a targeted population?
Statutory reference: Sections 4 to 10 of Priv yAct,
the hart r o ··Rf hts and Freedoms

section 4 of Priva 1, Regulationsand section 8 of

Policy reference: Subsections 6.1.1, 6. L9, 6.2.9 to G.2.13 and 6.217 of Directiveon PrivacyPractices

YES
16.1 ~ Consult with your legal advisors to determine whether or not such survernance or monitoring
activities raise any Issues relating to the Charier of Plights and Freedoms, the PrivacyAct or
other applicable acts.

16,2 C8J
AND, ensure the surveillance or monitoring method(s) to be used, the characteristic(s)of the
targeted population and the scope of the surveillance or monitoring are adequately
described under Technology and Privacy of "Section if - RiskArea Identification and
Categorization" of the PlA
16.3

C8J
AND, any personal information
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monitoring is described in the relevant PIB and in Section
Information Elements" of the PIA.

ff/

-Analysis

of Personal

Hi4 ~ ANO, the collection or use of personal information through surveillance or monitoring is
adequately reflected in the ''Privacy Notice", unless such notification might result in the
collection of inaccurate information or defeat the purpose or prejudice the use for which the
personal information is co!!ected,

D

If notice about surveillance or monitoring will not be provided, please explain why:

165 ~ ANO, those responsible for implementing and using such surveillance or rnonitoring
method(s)or who may have access to personalinformation collected or created through
these methods are made aware of privacyand security policy requirements.
"➔

Continue to Question 17

NO
16.6

D

The new or modified program or activity will not result in surveilla nee or monitoring.
➔

Continue to Question 17

ConsiderationsRelated to Compliance, Regulatory Investigation, Enforcement

Does the program or activity involve compliance/regulatory investigation or law enforcement,
swveiJlance or intelligence gathering that targets specific individuals against whom penalties;
criminal charges or sanctions may be applicable?
Statutory reference: Sectlons 4 to 10 of Pnvm:y /let, section 4 of PrivacyRegulations and section

8 of

the Charter t R qh and Freedoms
Policy reference: Subsections 6.L1, 6.1.9, 6.2.9 to 6.2.13 and 6.2.17 of Directiveon PrivacvPractices

YES

17.1 ~ Consult with your legal advisors to determine whether or not the compliance/regulatory
investigationor law enforcement activities raise any 1ssuesrelating to the Charter of Rights
and Freedoms, the Privw::y ,4ct or other applicable acts.

17.2 ~ AND, identify the legislative authority and the specificregulatory or law enforcement
purpose involved:
The activity is undertaken in accordance with Immigration and Refugee Protection
Act, paragraphs 15{1), 16(1), 16(1.1), 16(2), 16(2)(a), 16(2)(b), 16(2.1), 16(3), 18(1),
and 18(2) and Immigration and Refugee Protection Regulations, paragraphs28,
28(a), 28(b), 28{c), and 28(d).
17,3

D AND, if the legislative authority

differs from the legal authority forthe program or activity,
ensure lt is adequately reflected in the response to Question 1 of "Section 1/ - Privacy
ComplianceAnalysis" and in "Section J- Overview and PIA Initiation "of the PIA.

17.4 [Z] AND, any personal infonnation collected or created as a result of such regulatory or crim111a!
enforcement., surveillance or intelligence gathering program or activity is described in the
relevant PIB and in "Section flJ -Analysis of Personal Information Elements" of the Pitt

17,5 ~ AND, the co!!ectlon or use of personal information thr1:>Ug~
!hese compliance/ regulatory
Canada Border Services Agency
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investigation or enforcement activities is adequately reflected in the "PrivacyNotice", unless
such notification might result in the collection of inaccurate information or defeat the
purpose, or prejudice the use, for which the personal information ls coflected.

[sl

If notice about the compliance/regulatory investigationor law enforcement activities
will not be provided, please explain why:
If previously deportedpersons become aware that their facesare being
photographed specifically for FR in support of immi:gration enforcement and that
this is occurring only at Terminal 3 of Pearson International Airport, those
persons may arrange to arrive at a dffferent POEto avoid the FRor they mav try
to defeat the technologythrough head position,hats, glasses, etc.

NO
17 .6

D

The program or activity does not involve the conduct of regulatory or criminal enforcernent
surveillance or intelligence gathering.

1

Note: The table below can be used to keep an account of actions completed and to track outstanding actmns
required to achieve privacycompliance:

Privacy .
Compliance
Analysisquestion

Action requiredto support legal and policy compliance

Done

Tobe
done

(cross reference to relevant question of Section 5 - Privacy Compliance
Analysis)

#

□

'.!

Legal authority for the program has been establishedand is
reflected in the relevant PHt

2

a} The categoriesand elements of personalinformation to be
collected for the new program have been carefully assessed
based, for example, on the institution's experiencegained
with the administration of a similar program. The personal
data collected will be limited to only that which is required.)

C8J

□

b) These categories ,md elements of personalinformation have
been describedin the relevant P18for the program.

□

(8)

c) Controls and procedures will be implemented to ensure that
the institution does not collect more personal information
than necessary for the program and that a continuing need
exists for that information and its collection.

t'gJ

□

4and 5

a) Al! of the requisite"Privacy Not1ces" and "Consent
Statements" that meet the requirements of sections 6.2,9 to
6.2.12 of the Directive on PrivacyPracHces have been
drnfted.(Texts of the notices and consent statements may be
included here.)
The following notices are
International Airport:

CanadaBorder ServicesAgency
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"This area is under video surveHlance.
"Recordings rnay be used and shared in accordance with
applicable federal legislation.

For more information on the CBSA's use of these recordings,
please ask to speak with a supervisor or visit w·ww.cbsaasfc.gcca."

b) Controls and procedures have been implemented to keep
records of individual consents, and to ensure that persons
acting on behalf of individuals who do not have the capacity
to provide consent have the authority to do so under section
10 of the PrivacyRegulations.
7

8

a) A Records DispositionAuthority (RDA) has been approved
by Library and Archives Cmada to authorize the disposal of
the records containingpersonalinformation for the
program.
b)

Controls and procedureshave been implemented within the
program and the ATIP Office to ensure that information that
has been used for an administrative purpose will be keep for
the minimum retention period established by the Privacy
Regulations.

c)

Reference to the RDA, the retention period and the
disposltion standards for the program have been cited in the
relevant Pll:t

Controls and procedures are in the process of being
implemented to ensure that the personalinformation
associated with the program is as accurate,complete and up-todate as necessanr

CanadaBorder ServicesAgency
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~

□
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SECTION 8 - SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Four-Part Test
The use of biometrics to screen travellers against an active database is highly visib!e and rnay be
controversial if privacy risks and societal implicationsare not considered at the outset. Although the P!A
identified the pressing societal need for identifying illegitimate travellers at the border, the effectiveness
and proportionality
evaluation is the

of using FR to match againstdatabases has not yet been fully evaluated; such an

goal of the Faceson the Move (FOTM} project.

A number of scientificstudies have tested the accuracy of biometricaHy enabled matching in a
laboratory setting. However, the CBSA has not yet evaluated the performance of these algorithms in an
The CBSA is unsure if FRtechno1 ogy wili be effective and therefore cannot

operational environment

1

evaluate the proportionality

of FR screeningwithout first conducting this project.

The technical demonstration

project is designed to produce the necessary d<Jtawith minimal

infringementson individual privacy. The testingarea is confined to a single terminal at Pearson
lnternatlonal

Airport

The environmental

conditions within the terminal have been optimlzed for

lighting conditions and camera placement to ensure that the quality of facial imagesminirnize the
likelihood of false positivematches. The systemis configured to only match against individuals on the
Previously Deported Persons list,who have already been deterrnined to be inadmissible to Canada and

have demonstrated their intent to return to Canada under a false name. Multiple pointsof human
intervention

have been created to ensure that any actions taken as a result of a positivematch have

been reviewed independently by a trained BSO. finally, a positive real-time match will only result in a
referral to secondary examination where standard proceduresto establishthe travellers
followed.

identity wmbe

These safeguards have been implemented in order to minimally impact privacy whlle stm

enabling the CBSA to evaluate the readiness of FR matching in an operational setting.
The CBSArecognizes that it could test the system on a control group of "actors" exclusively,thereby
eliminating the use of "live" data. However., the control group may not have the desired heterogeneity

in lighting, resolution, and diversity which is required to properly evaluate the effectiveness of fR
screening technology. Testing the system using an operational database wmalso enable the CBSAto
identify any weaknesses in the photograph enrolment process caused by poor lighting,low resolution,
or facial obstructions.

Excluding the use of operational data may appear to be a less privacy invasive

means of demonstrating

the solution, however, the CBSA believesthe use of actors and "live" data in a

narrowly controlled environment

will allow the Agencyto identify and mitigate privacy risks 1nthe

future.

Risk:Poor performance of FR technologymay cause a disproportionateimpact on traveller privacy.

Canada Border Services Agency
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Mitigation: The CBSAhas implemented a number of measures to improve accuracy of the system
includingcontro!Jingenvironmental conditions, limiting the population of the POD,iritroducingmultiple
points of human intervention, and processing only high-probability matches in real time.
Recommendation: The CBSAwiti conduct a new four-part test for anv facial recognition screening
program it may implement in the future.

ACCOUNTABIUTY
Within the CBSA
The CBSA has a robust administrative structure to ensure compliance with the Privacy Act and related
policies and directives. In FY 2012·2013, a Privacy Oversight Committee (PoC) was established which
consists of senior-level executives within the CBSAthat meet regularly throughout the year to discuss
privacyissues, as well as monitor the development of privacy policyinstruments and PIAs. The PoC also
helps identify a need to assess upcominginitiatives for potential PIAs.
Bi-monthly reports on the status of PIAs are provided routinely to the PoC and the Office of the Privacy
Commissioner to ensure adequate planning for the completion of PIAs. The FOTM project was
presented to the PoC in March 2015.
The ATIP Divlslon is responsible for recommending the development of a PIA and/or other measures to
ensure that existingor new programs/ activities are privacy compliant. When contacted, the ATIP
Division will provide program areas with the PrivacyImpact Questionnaire (PIQ). The P!Q is a template
that requests high·level information similar to sections 1 and 2 of the Core PIA template, and is used to
develop and record any recommendations given by the AT!PDivision concerningthe program or activity.
The PIQ enables the ATIP Division to make informed recommendations as to whether or not a P!A or
other privacy compliant measures are required.
The ATIP Division is also a required stakeholder in the development of Written Collaborative
Arrangements {WCAs) such as Memorandums of Understanding or Information SharingAgreements.
Aside from reviewing WCAs for compliance with the Privacy Act and Treasury Board of Canada
Secretariat poHdes, directives, and guidelines, the ATlP Division a!so makes recommendations with
respect to the conduct of a PIA before tile implementation of WC As.
ln FY 2012-2013, the CBSA also developed two privacy policy instruments:
•

The Privacy Breach Protocol; and

•

The Directive on Non-Administrative

Uses of Personal Information

(PrivacyProtocol)

The Privacy Breach Protocol ensures that all securityviolations which include personalinformation are
reported to the ATlP Division in addition to the Security and Professional StandardsDivision, and
outlines the roles and responsibilities of the Agencywith respect to privacy breaches,which may include
notification of the individuals, notification of the Office of the PrivacyCommissioner,and the
identification of mitigating measures.

Canada Border Services Agency
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The Directive on Non-Administrative Uses of Personal Information sets out the process, roles and
responsibilities for the creation of a Privacy Protocol for those programs and initiatives the use personal
information for non-administrative purposes, such as statistical reporting.
In FY 2013-2014 the CBSA introduced an oniine awareness course on Information Management (IM) and
Access to Informationand Privacy {ATIP). The course was jointly developed In FY 2012-2013 and seeks
to educate employeeson their IM and ATIP responsibilities,This course will be supplemented by
current training activities, which indude an in-depth session on the administration of the ATIP program
at the CBSA,the development of P!As, and Info Source training.

Specific to the Faces on the Move Project
Personal information collected from the six month testing phase wil! be disclosed to Face4 Systems for
evaluation after the testing period has concluded and the system has been removed from Pearson
Airport The contract between Face4 Systems and the CBSA outlines a number of safeguards for
handling persona! information, including a clear date for when all personal information under its control
must be destroyed (project end). Face4 Systems originally intended to evaluate the FOTM project at
their premises in Ottawa. However, upon reflection during the PIA process, the CBSAdeterrnined that
granting race4 Systemspersonnel access to the CBSA's SED lab would enable the Agency to exercise
greater accountabilityfor personallnformation collected under the project.

Risk:Face4 Systems may not abide by the terms and conditions stipulated in the contract
Mitigation: The CBSAwill ensure that access to match data and ail personal information by Face4

Systems staff wilf be limited to the CBSA,.s
SED Lab, and will reflect controlprocedures in accordancewith
the Face 4 contract and the CB5AFOTM demonstration procedures that have been established for data
collection and analyses.
IDENTIFYINGPURPOSES
Within the CBSA
The CBSAmaintains its info Source chapter on its website at http:/, www.cbsa-askgc.ca/agen yagence/reports-rapports/pia-efvp/atip-aiprp/infosource>engJ1tmL
!t conducts ongoingreviews of the
chapter to ensure that it accurately and completely describesthe personalinformationactivities of the
Agency. The CBSAalso ensures that appropriate Privacy Notice Statements are reflected on forms and
websites, unless such notice is not required pursuant to sub-section5(3) of the PrivacyAct.

Specificto the Faceson the Move Project
CBSAPIB PPU 1104 {Overt Audio Video Surveillance) reflects the types of information collected,the
purpose, legislative authority, and the consistent uses of information co!!ected by CBSAvideo
surveillance cameras. The PIB does not currently reflect the use of video surveillance cameras for the
purpose of FRscreening. The Records Disposition Authority (RDA) and Retention and Disposal Standard
(RDS) have not yet been published; both are currently reflected in the P!B as "under development".
However, personal information collected under the FOTM project will be subjectto the retention period
specified under the contract with Face4 systems.
CanadaBorder ServicesAgency
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Risk: CBSAP!B PPU 1104 (Overt Audio Video Surveillance) has not reflected a RDA or RDS in
approximately two years. Moreover, 1f the FR solution were to be implemented or tested any further, the
''Description"Sectionshould include the personal information category of 11biometricinformation''. Also,
the use of FR should be listed in the "consistent usesNsection ofthe P!B.

Recommendation: The CBSA wii! update the RDA and RDSfor CBSAPIB PPU 1104. The addition of
"biometricinformation 71 and its use wiff be added to the "Description"and "ConsistentUses" section if
biometric-based screening is considered for permanent deployment in the future.
The CBSAalready collects Overt Audio-Video Surveillance as part of its norrnal port operations.
Although the FOTM project was developed in compliance with the CBSA's Policy on the Overt Use of
Audio-VideoMonitoring and RecordingTechnology,the use of FR biometrics is not specifically identified
within the Polky. The CBSA has chosen not to update the Policy at this time because the FOTM project
is temporary and there are no plans to install this system permanently. At a minimum, the policy
statements reflecting "permitted uses"would have to include FR. Also, additional guidance may also be
necessary to ensure policy compliance.

Risk: The FOTM projectis not integrated into the CBSA'sPolicy on the Overt Use of Audio-Video
Monitoring and RecordingTechnology.
Recommendation: The CBSAshould align the use of FR screening into the Policy on the Overt Use of
Audio-Video Monitoring and Recording Technology. In the interim, the CBSAwill ensure the FOTM
project is managed in accordance with the Policy.
LIMITING USE. DISCLOSUREAND RETENTION

Within the CBSA
Throughout the PIA process, the ATIP Division works with program areas to ensure that CBSA programs
limit the use, disclosure,and retention of personal information to only that which is necessary to
administer the program or activity.
Jn FY 2012-2013, the CBSA developed guidelines on the disclosure of customs information pursuant to
s.107 of the Customs Act. These guidelines set out the specific provisions,their limitations, relevant
considerations and the appropriate positions within the CBSA (employee, supervisor,senior manager)
that can authorize specific disdosures or uses. Personal information that is also customs information is
disclosed in accordance with s.107 of the Customs Act rather than ss. 8(2) of the PrivacyAct.
A similar set of guidelinesfor s. 8(2) of the PrivacyAct was implemented in FY 2013-2014.
Specific to Faces on the Move Project

The original scope of the project induded disclosure to municipal police in the event that an individual
was matched to the system but had already deared the Primary Inspection Line before they could be
intercepted. However. the privacy risk of disclosing inaccurate information to another law enforcement
organizationwas deemed to be disproportional, particularly outside of the context of reduced
Canada Border Services Agency
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expectation of privacy at the border. Further, the CBSAconsidered including additional databases to
match against but chose to limit the use of the FOTM project to a subset of the Previously Deported
Persons list exclusivelyfor the purposes described above. FinaHy,carefully rnorlitored retention
schedules have been put into place to ensure that the program is "tom-down" at its conclusion,

However, some personalinformation collected throughthe FOTM project may be disclosed to internal
CBSAstakeholders, such as IED, if a rover officer is not able to intercept an individual: before the
individual leaves the airport. This will only include the information provided to the roving officer,
including the traveller's name, FOSSID, warnings, and possibly a scene photograph.
!tis noted that if any PODindividuals are identified during the short-term project, they are immediately
deported without any judicial review. As the POD is comprised of indlviduals who have been deported
and have re-entered Canada at least one time after the initial deportation, judidal review is not
available to them. Therefore, if any individual on the POD iS identified bv the project, there is no sharing
of the project data to the Department of Justice (DOJ), Public Prosecution Servlce of Canada (PPSC),
Immigration and Refugee Board {IRB},or anv other organization, Sharing of information on individuals
who are identified by the project but are not intercepted before leaving the airport, would be limited to
disclosure to !ED,who would utilize the information as any other tip and use existingprocedures and
CBSAsystems {not the FOTM FR system} to validate the status of the individual as a Previously Deported
Person and attempt to locate him/her.

Risk: There is a risk that FR matches may be inappropriately used to support further investigation by the
CBSA,which could later lead to proceedings under the immigration and Refugee Protection Act, related
regulations, or under the Criminal Code before the CBSAhas had an opportunity to test the efficacy of
the solution.

Mitigation: The CBSA will ensure that appropriate procedures ore in place to support a match that is
referred to CBSAinvestigators with the caveat that the accuracy of this informationcannot be verified.
Specifically, before such a disclosure occurs, significant human intervention will properly assess the data
match and ramificationsof using FOTM fR match in a deportation proceeding. Also, once the secondary
BSO is notified of a match by the Rover 850, existing identity vafidation procedures are taken be/ ore the
individualis deported.
Also, if an individual departs Pearson Airport prior to being intercepted, informationon the individual
may be shared with Inland Enforcement. fn tum, Inland Enforcementwit! ensure that identification steps
are taken before any deportation proceedings are initiated.
Risk: There is a risk that project handheid devices may be viewable by individuals in the CBSAcontrolled
area of Terminal3. Moreover, there is a risk that BSOswi!/ inadvertently release personal information of
PDD individuals to those individuals who were falsely identified by the FRsystem.

Mitigation: The CBSAwill develop procedures to ensure that, when questioning a traveller who has been
selected for secondary examination on the basis of FOTM, the traveller wi!J not be told the name of the
person on the PDD against whom the traveller has been matched. The traveller will not be shown the
photograph of the person on the PDD. This will ensure that falsely matched travellers are not
CanadaBorder ServicesAgency
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inadvertentlygiven information about persons of interest. Thesesame procedures,and related training,
will instillin RoverBSOsthe need to shield the hondheld screen when in on the floor,
Risk: The Standard OperatingProcedures designed to support the activities of the CBSAstaff
3 have not yet been finalized and approved. These procedureswilJ:
•

•
•

•

support an expedited identity of travellersto determine
Forfalse positives, require a quick release process;

at Terminal

ff secondary exarninationis necessary,'

Ensure tmndheld device screens are shielded from view by individuals on the floor;
Restrictdisclosure of PDD data and the photograph; i.e. individuals who are interviewed by the
Rover BSO and at secondary will not be shown PDD data/photos;

Mitigation: The CBSAshould refrain from initiating the demonstration project until the procedures have
been approved, communicated to staff, and appropriate training has been provided,

ACCURACY
Within the CSSA
Throughout the PIA process, the ATIP Division works with program areas to ensure that CBSAprograms
create a process for ensuring the accuracy of information as required, and that program areas are
capable of handling requests for correction of personal information.
/-

The correction process is coordinated centrally from the AT!P Division. Requestsfor correction are
forwarded to the appropriate program area for action. A response letter is sent to the client indicating
whether the correction was accepted or refused, whether the correction is made directlyor notated to
the file, and whether or not that information has been disclosed and that those recipientswouid be
informed appropriately. The AT!P Division is lookingat developinga more standardizedapproach and
directive for the processing of correction requests.
Specific to the Faceson the Move Project

The CBSArecognizesthat the accuracy of the matching algorithm has not yet been proven; the Agency
has taken measures to mitigate this privacy risk. When installingthe dedicated camen:1s
1 the CBSAwiH
carefully calibrate the environment to ensure that light levels, camera angles,and lines of sight have
been optimized to ensure that high-quality images are obtalned. When the FOTM project becomes
operational, the CBSAhas also implemented policies and proceduresto ensure that ail matches
produced by the system are first verified by a specially trained human operator before being actioned.
Finally, the CBSA wmcontinually refim,, these conditions to enhance foe accuracy of the project
throughout its duration. However, as the goal of the project is to test the accuracy of the system, there
is a significant residual privacy risk to operational FR matching which cannot be mitigated without flrst
conducting the FOTM project.

Risk: The FOTM project may im:orrectJy refer travellersfor secondary examination based on a false
positiverncm::h,

Canada Border ServicesAgency
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Mitigation: The CBSAhas implemented a number of rneasuresto reduce the rate of false positives by
controlling environmental factors, ensuring human verification, and verifying the accuracy of a match
during the secondary examination process.
Recommendation:The CBSAshould implement a limit to the rate of false positives and consider
deactivatingthe project if it exceeds this rate.
SAFEGUARDS

Within the CBSA
Typicallythe AT!P Division strongly recommends the completion of a TRA and Sos as part of the PIA
process, and directs programs to contact CorporateSecurity for guidancewith respectto those
instruments. A summary of the risks identified in a TRA are appended to the PIA to ensure that al! risks
are identified and mitigated by the program area.
CBSAemployees are required to take the online CBSASecurity Awareness course when they begin
employment, and to refresh their training every two vears. CBSA managers are required to take both
the CBSASecurity Awareness course and a CBSASecurity Awareness course for managers.

The Privacy Breach Protocol complements existing CBSAsecurity policies/ and ensures that all security
violations which include personal information are reported to the ATIP Division in addition to the
Security and Professional Standards Division, and outlines the roles and responsibilities of the Agency
with respect to privacy breaches, which may include notification of the indiv1duals,
notificationof the
Office of the Privacy Commissioner, and the identification of mitigating measures.
Specific to Faceson the Move Project

Although a Threat and Risk Assessrnent (TRA) is currently underway,the CBSA has incorporateda
number of safeguards to protect personal information under its control. Personal information used in
this program been rated.as Protected Band will be safeguardedin accordance with the Management of
Information Technology Security{MJTS) when it is instaUed. Thls includes,but is not limited to: securing
physical assets in a location. with limited access, restrictinguser access to the system,and encryptinga!!
data transmission to prevent compromise. Further technical and administrative safeguardsare
currently being evaluated through the THA process.
Further, the initial draft of this PlA did not examine the use of cel!ular networks for transmitting
personal information to roving 850s. A wireless network is necessary for match alerts because the
receiving CBSAofficer is patrolling the airport and the conditions of the terminal do not permit a Wi-Fi
network to be created for technical reasons. The scope of the PlA was expandedto include this data
flow and relevant program areas within the CBSA,includingCorporate Security and Information
Management, were engaged to ensure that the CBSA has proper safeguardsand accountability
mechanisms for personal information lt transmits through these networks.

Risk: The personal information being transmitted on a wireless network may be compromised.
CanadaBorder ServicesAgency
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The CBSAwi!! ensure that all wireless transmission of data is secure using
appropriate encryption technologies. Any transmission of recordings aver wireless networks must be
done in accordance with the CBSA'sPolicyon the Use of Wireless Technologies. Wireless transmission of
data not in compliancewith these protocolsmust cease immediately and the wireless transmission can
only resume when authorized by local !T and an official of the Physical Security Section of the Security
and Professional Standards Directorate. A SecurityAssessment of FOTM, including wireless alert
transmission, is underway and will be forwarded when it is complete.

Recommendation:

Risk: The system has been configured to enable remote access by system administrators.
Recommendation: Remote access should be secure using appropriate encryption techniques.

OPENNESS
Within the CBSA
The CBSAmanages its Info Source chapter dlrecth; on the CBSAwebsite at http://www.cbsaasfcgc.ca/agency-agence/reports-rnpports/pia-efvp/atip-aiprp/infosource·eng.htrnl.
The ATIP Division
ensures that the descriptions of program privacypractices are kept complete and up-to-date.
The Directive on Privacy Impact Assessments requires departments to ensure that PIA summaries in
both official languagesare made available to the public. At a minimum the summary must address
section 1.and 2 of the Core PIA Template. CBSA PIA summaries are posted at http:ljwww.c sa9sfcgc.c~ency-agence/reports-rapports/pia-efvp/atip-aiprp/pias-sefp-eng.html.

Upon completion of a PIA, PIAsummaries are posted on the CBSA website, which also contains
information on accessingpersonalinformation at the CBSA.

Specific to Faces on the Move Project
As reflected in Section 7 of this PIA (Question 17.5), notice of camera use to support the FOTM
demonstration project will not be provided in any form. The CBSAalready coHects Overt Audio Video
Survemance as part of 1ts norma! port operations. Signsthroughoutthe facility indicate that trnve!lers
are under video surveillance and direct travellers to the CBSA'swebsite or a supervisorfor more
informatlon.
1

Failing to provide such notice is authorized pursuant to sub-section 5(3) of the Privacy Act.
ln lieu of signage, the CBSA has developed a communk:atlons strategy, which !ndudes posting an
executive summary of this PIA, for communicating the general purposes of the FOTM project. The CBSA
intends to proactively disseminate information about the FOTM project through a news release and a
dedicated section on its corporate website. All communications materials wmindicate the purposes and
general function of the FOTM project but will not specifywhere it installed, which database it wrnuse, or
when it will be operational.
Canada Border Services Agency
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Risk:The use of FRsoftware is not supported by notice to individualswho enter the testing area.
Mitigation: The CBSAwill not mitigate this risk by posting additionalsignage or modifying existing
signage. Failureto provide notice in these circumstancesis consistent with sub-section5(3) of the
PrivacyAct which authorizes the CBSAto refrainfrom notice if, by providingsuch notice, may result in
inaccurateinformation, may defeat the purpose of the collection.,and/or may prejudicethe use of the
information coffection,

Canada Border Services Agency
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SECTION 9 - SUPPLEMENTARY DOCUMENTS LIST
Additional docurnents used or related to the PIA may include:

•

CBSAPolicycmthe Overt Use of Audio-Video Monitoring and RecordingTechnology

•

.CBSADirectives on the Overt Use of Audio Video Monitoring

•

CBSA PIA on the Overt Use of Video Monitoring

•

CBSA Comptrollership

and RecordingTechnology

and Recording Technology

Manual - Security Volume Chapter 6:

Storage of Sensitive Information and

Assets
Manual - Security Volume Chapter 8: Disposal of Sensitive information

and

•

CBSA Comptro!lership
Assets

•
•

CBSA Policyon the Use of WirelessTechnology
CBSA Guidelines for the Directive on the Use ofWireless Technology

•
•

Immigration and Refugee Protection Act
CBSAPolicy on the Disclosure of Customs Information: Section 107 of the Customs Act (formerly

•

•

D1-16-1 and D1-16-2)
CBSAPolicyon the Disclosure of PersonalInformation: Section 8 of the Privacy Act
CBSAEnforcement Manual Part 7 / Chapter 3

•

CCTV Class of Records

•
•

CCTV PersonalInformation Bank
Video Recording and Monitoring Privacy Notice

•

Video Survemance Signage

•

Audio and Video Signage

•

Video Surveillance Sign Locations

•

PrivacyNotification given at interview
areas andcash/information counters

•

Inventory of Cameras

rooms, primary inspectionareas, secondaryinspection

•

PIA Action Plan

•

Security Assessment Summary (work in progress)

•

Security Action Plan

•
•

Canadian Safety and Security Program Project Chorter - CSSP-2014-CP-2000
OPC Report: Automated FacialRecognitionJn the Publicand Private Sectors

•

OPC Report: At Your Fingertips- Biometrics and the Challengesto Privacy

•

OPCGuidance: Guidance for the Use of Body-Worn Cameras by Law Enforcement

Canada Border Services Agency
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SECTION 10 - FORMAL APPROVAL

The following signature represents a
commitment to comply with sections 4 to 8
of the Privacy Act and the related privacy
polic requirements outlined in the PIA as
t y re te to the administration of the
dentifi d program or acti y.

The following signature represents a
commitment by the Head of the institution or
his/her delegate(s) who is responsihle for
establishing personal informati:on banks in
accordance with section 10 of the Privacy Act.

Martin Bo uc, Vic -Pr: si ent
Programs Branch

Dan Proulx, Director, ATIP Division,
Corporate Affairs Branch

Signature

of PIA lead for program or activity

Signature of Head of the institution or the
delegate responsible for Section 10 under the
PrivacyAct

Date

Date

Note: Responsibility for sections 4 to 8 of the
PrivacyAct rests with all employees of
government institutions that handle personal

Note: Under the Privacy Act, the Head or his/her
delegate(s) 1sresponsible for complying with legal
and relevant privacy policy requirements related
to the approval and registration of personal
information banks

information. Officials who manage such programs
and activities are responsible for ensuring that
such requirements are implemented as part of the
administration of the program or activity.

CanadaBorder Services Agency

